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Back to a place with much to learn
IB,()()() students converge on Cal Poly every fall 
for an education. Sixty majors from af^riculture 
to business to mechanical engineering cover a 
wide span of learning and create a diverse cam­
pus community.
Within the university community there are 
plenty of resources to learn from —lectures, labs, 
professors and books provide an almost inex­
haustible supply of educational references.
But the most obvious learning material isn't 
always the most valuable. The campus makes up 
its own little city and atmosphere that presents 
its inhabitants with new situations all the time. 
For new students the exciting but frightening ex­
perience of finally being out on their own gives 
them a big. new responsibility for themselves. 
Seeing hundreds of new faces everyday, learning 
the ropes of taking classes, figuring out what is 
edible in the dining hall and getting used to a new 
roommate's abnormal living habits can keep the 
new student occupied on campus for several
weeks
Returning students have already mastered the 
challenges the new student faces. They start pay­
ing more attention to developing what they learn­
ed in their first few months at Cal Poly and take . 
on more campus activities.
But the sun doesn't rise and set on campus. 
The little city of 16,000 that covers acres is just 
part of the larger community of San Luis Obispo. 
And while .San Luis Obispo isn’t part of the 
university community, there is more to learn and 
appreciate in this unique area of the Central 
Coast than could be offered by one campus alone.
The newly freed wings of incoming students 
and the slightly weathered ones of returning 
students are geared to wandering'and exploring. 
Discover the vast, diverse community around 
you —there's a lot to learn and a lot to see.
Welcome back.
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$12 H A IR C U T 
SP E C IA L
Susan Michelle Terri Eileen 
Men’s & Women’s Haircutting
544-1174 385 Higuera Street
Laurel Lane Pharmacy, Inc.
1257 Laurel Lane (Across from the bowling alley)
William Loy Pharmacist/Owner 
541-5556
M r
M F 0-6 
Sat 0-4
B-6.
•prescriptions
•gifts
•greeting cards 
•gift wrappings 
•school supplies 24-hour photo service
Complete Vitamin Center by Nature Made
COME VISIT US - 
"DOWNTOWN"
LARGEST ON THE CENTRAL COAST
I B B T ’
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•art supplies 
•crafts leather 
•models
1 0 %
Student
Discount
¡-----------25% off first time clients only------------¡
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H o w  to  k e e p  y o u r  b o ^  lim b e r  w ith o u t
s t ia in in g  y o u r  b u d g e t
The Y MCA has aim yi been s fresl 
place to kxisen up and exerase.
Now It's even bettet. Brrausf you 
hawe iDOR fanlitifs, m mofecoasaMn 
kjcations than ever befare.
At the Y you c n  swim, rm , pisw 
racquetbslL lift wqghiB, nlte m am  md 
whirlpools, aretch, dm ix, enfoy cMicm  
daaaes, snd all kinds of odter exekint 
physical actnnties. For a lot leas chm yoa 
I < expect to pay.
So dotiT think you have to Miatn 
your budget to gel m ahape. C al yoor load 
YMCA today for membership iafonnadon.
YMCA ^
D c H Ú p u t h o í f . ^ ^
^ '  / ^  f
W h e r e  8 a n  L u i s  O b i s p o  G e t s  I n t o  S h a p e
SAN u n s  OBISPO YMCA 1020 SOOTHWOOD DR. 543-8235
GET INTO THE 
FITNESS PICTUREI 
AT THE YMCA
College Students. Now before 
October 31st, you can join the 
San Luis Obispo YMCA for 
only $160 Your "school year 
membership will expire on luly 
1, 1985. That> at least 9 mon­
ths of full YMCA services, 
longer if you act soon. Join to­
day for the greatest value You 
must pay in full and present a 
current college I.D. when join­
ing. Stop by today And 
Remember your weekly cost is 
only $5.00 The San l.uis 
Obispo YMCA is easy on your 
'■udgef
YOUR
MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES
• 8 Racquefball/Handbdil Courts|
• 13 Station Nautilu s^ Gym
• Universal & Free Weights
• Aerobics Classes
• Redwood Sauna
• Whirlpool Spa '
• Basketball
• Wallyball '  ' 
^ L ag^ w im m in^ ^ ^
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there are no fitted  shèëts hère ■■V'" $5«®OFFA MEN’S OR WOMEN’S HAIRCUT
by Julie Racti
Stan Wrttar
Another fall quarter is upon us,, 
brining new academic challenges 
to those who are returning and a 
new way of life to thosejvhoaceat 
Poly for the first time.” It is to 
those new students that the rest 
of this piece will be dedicated.
By now you've probably heard 
the "college of Disneyland" 
speech (right before your WOW 
group took on the ’sewer tour, 
right?l and the "look at the person 
on your left, then on your right. 
Next year one of you won’ll be 
here" piece (not comforting words.
I realize), so I ’ll dispense with all 
that and get down to the basics.
This is college. Laundry costs) 
money and you have to do it your­
self. Sometimes this means rear­
ranging your entire schedule, in­
cluding sleeping, because the 
washers are only open in the mid­
dle of the night—a very common 
dorm experience.
Then there's the food. Eat it, 
learn to like it or find a new place 
to live, dormies. Sometimes Satur­
day night at the Dining Hall 
seems like an episode of "That’s 
Inedible," but this, too, shall pass. 
Also, Dining Hall food is proof of 
the saying, "Once on the lips, 
forever on the hips." Beware of 
Poly Butt Syndrome!
Next is getting around. Okay, so 
you've got your campus map in 
hand (that's the way we veterans 
can tell you new people) and you 
still can't find the science build-
Men's cut reg. $16.“ Wonien's cullreg $18 “I . .)!, .1-1
HAVE A COOL GLASS 
”OF WINE OR BEER 
WHILE YOU WAIT. I
Expires 10/17/84
Madonna Road Plaza 543-1303
ing. Don’t sweat it—just ask so­
meone. I still don't know where 
building 14 is and have been 
known to pull out my own map on 
several occasions. ” '  ,
Part of getting around is finding 
the classes on your CAR form. E n ^  
joy your first-time student 
status—your class schedule may 
never look this good again. But if 
your registration shows zero units 
sometime, 'you can always find 
something to add (or so you tell 
yourself as you curse the com-, 
puter).
Speaking of computers, they are 
also responsible for your room­
mate, dorm residents. Maybe the 
¿wo of you hit it off, maybe not. 
One way or another, your pro­
blems can be solved.. Ju st 
remember—not everyone is a
and
Dead
not
Ken--
Willie hjelson 
everyone enjoys 
nedys. ^
, Fihally, the”  Faculty Office. 
Building is actually a maze design­
ed by some cruel -person ’ who 
wanted to see what the stress of 
trying to find a professor's office 
. would do to a college student. Con­
sider yourself fortunate if you 
master that one by your senior 
year.
Most of all—enjoy yourself here 
at Cal Poly and have a great year!
Oh, just one more thing for you 
dorm residents—don't look for fit­
ted sheets in the linen exchange. 
They don't exist here. ^
Ju lie Rack is a senior journalism  
m ajor and a Mustang Daily sta ff 
writer.
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Fraternities 
Alpha Epsilon Pi 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
Alpha Sigma 
Alpha Upsilon 
Delta Sigma Phi 
Della Tau
lam bda Chi Alpha 
Phi Kappa Psi 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon ^  
Theta Chi
,4Ta, N\
Sororities 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Alpha Phi 
Gamma Phi tcea 
Kappa Delta 
Sigma Kappa 
Zeta Tau Alpha
L.
CAL POLY CAMPU^ 
tfItROY REPS
Join Kaptain Killowatt’s campaisn to stop enersy waste by becomins a PGAE Energy Conserva­
tion Intern in your Fraternity or Sorority.
Take an active role in. your house and help then) win big bucks in prizes. Bar-b-ques, pizza 
feeds, power plant tours, drawings and give-avirays are only p^rt of the fu(i we've planned for the 
Six-Month Energy Conservation Contest. ‘ ^ .
If you re Interested in the position, talk to your house manager, president, or call your PG&E 
Campus Reps — Rick, Susan and Eric 546-8651 _  -
♦McLintocks’ Nightly Dinner Specials, 
*Live Entertainment Four Nights A Week 
♦And the Latest, Breakfast at McLintocks 
MON-THUR:. $1.00 SHOOTER NIGHT 
WEDS., VARIETY NIGHT 
0. THURS., MONTY MILLS BAND 
> . THIS FRI.28TH, WHALE’S KNEES 
J ^ A T .  29TH, WHEELS
' g  Come Visit Os Soon!
' f  I  \  -  686
M l  I HIGUERA
: V J  dow ntow nP' I SLO
BLUE DOVE 
BEAUTY 
-- SALON
Welcome Back Poly Students,
I We're Happy to Serve You!
I *For sculptured nauseali 543-1560 1
Z I
I 774 Palm St. 544- 1213 |
(Across from  the Mission) SLO
3lMnnHHIIIIIIinillHIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHMIHHIIIIHHHIIIIIIII)IIHIIIinillHUHHIIinmitHtHMIIIinilllHIIHUHtli-
♦
I
■ i5 4 1 - 1 9 6 8  {
♦
Y our Choice of | 
SPECIALS! ♦
3  MONTHS^for $ 4 9 . 0 0 j
19  M ONTHS f o r f g g . o o i
MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES |
•Largest A erobic F lo o r , ,  ♦
-Individual W eight T raining P ro g ram s f
•Massage T h erap ist z
-F ree  Child Cau« 2
0PB N :.6am  to  7 :3 0 p m  M on-Frl. 9 a m  to  18  noon on  Sat. 2 
1 8 7 8  B Lizzie St. S .L .O ., Old Ju n io r  High School ^  #
P*ge *. ; ; ’..A I w" •', -:^:,5:..':.;:^'';
Bäck to
Rob and J^ary Montgomery take an early morning ride on Orcutt Rd.
p ^ ? v
h
 ^ I 'W * M w ^
Jim Righetti begins his arduous task of hay bailing.
' '  ‘ Theresa Hildebraht gets stuck on Bubblegum Alley.
' •‘ ‘'X
The Del Monte Cafe, a popular eatery in San Luis Obispo on Santa Barbara
' ", » ,r . ' *.
r - . -  ' " .V
. M _ c . ■ * ■. . • /‘I,.
. ■, 4"^-
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FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
- - Í - '
AM/FM radio stations: 
news to rock to classical
lì
I . ■ .
Johnston ChTroproctic Clmic’ lnc is sponsoring a spinoUheck 
up ond Scoliosis Screening progrom as a public serviie This 
serv ce will include cansuliotion physicol exominotion orid o 
report of liodinqs....... .......... ........... :—  ---- --------- - ---- "'" • -
WARNING SIGNS Of SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS
k’'~>¡Í5D y Itcurring Heodochts Diumiisi, litirrtd Vision 
Nock, Shouldtr 4 Arm Pain 
low lock 4 log Pain 
Pain Ittwton Shouldors'
V
Nvfflbnou in Hondi 4 Arms 
Loss of Sloop ^
'ifficolt Irooth^ ^  . 
Niimbnosi in Logs 4 Foot
by Julie Rach «
SlaH WrStor
San Luis Obispo and the sur­
rounding area offer a surprising 
Variety in their radio stations.
Listeners can find alinost 
anything from beautiful music to 
community affairs, from country 
to classical on the dial. All one has
If you suffer from any of these warning signs cqll immediately To 
prevent possible odvoncing complications This Free Spinal public 
 ^ service is for o limited time only, by appointment, please ‘
Please mention ad at time of visit
t o r  A n  A p p o in tm e n t C a ll 541-2727
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic
, Palmer Graduate 1150 Grove Street San Luis Obispo
HEALTHY HAVEN RESTAURANT
“An Adventure in H ealthy Ea ting"
10th S Riverside • ^ s o  Robles, Calif orma *236-5429 486 Marsh • San Luis Obispo. California* 541 -4711
h e a l  th y  h a v e n  mgkes ótfftng a new end »»cding expeoenc# Hggithy ggimg  cen Oe def>c«ous All HEAL THY HAVEN to o d t ere mede From thg 
fmesr tngredtenfs ewe'febfe h EAl Th y  h a v e n  lxms no added p f i g r v t t i v t .  Fats or o ili. no added sudare, rawer reftned. r»o added sfarc/ies and 
nornmg we serve <s deep Faf fried  We worh very hard Fo à r^ g  you heaffhy rectpies Fhar ere great FasFtng and good tor you
7h»t % the heatthtui ddlmrence Enioy
Eat here oi to go! 1 WELCOME
S T E A M I N G  H O T  L O W  C A L O R t E  F R E S H  
V E G E T A B L E  S O U P :
An assortment of garden fresh vegetables m our own special 
seasoned tomato broth iNo tais oils or sugars |
Soup and salad 8 craci>ers lOScaf " S2 40
Soup and Sandwich iTurney or Tuna) 2SS-316 $3.50
Salad and Sandwich (Turkey or Tunai 24S 395 S3.SO
Soup Bowl' Large served with 8-crackers tSAcal $2.00
Soup Cup Small served with 4 crackers 72 cel $1.50
Sandwich alone turfc 220 turra 270 $2 2S
Note Sandwiches Choice oF 2 extra th«n whole wheal slices or one 
slice ot whole sprouted gram bread (open face»
1 J S A U A O  B O W L
A bed ot cold ensp fattuce topped witrf trash tomatoes green 
peppers mushrooms aHaita sprouts end s#fesonai vegetables 
Choice of dressing Creamy Garlic Bleu Cheeae or Thousand Island 
who e wheat c-fack«>'s S6ca L^rge 6 crackers $2 25
Small Dinner 4 crackers $1.50
* free  4 uni'm ited  except For sa/ad dressing S f bread
•  ^
2 T U N A  O R  T U R K E Y  A N D  ,una26- 
C H E E S E  ^ L A D  S U P R E M E  turkev2oe
Yojr cho>ce ot oe cate<y o enoed tuna or turkey and cheese atop a 
r>e>i oF co'd cr‘<sc eMuce and ‘ots ot otner tiObits Whoie whea' 
. 'a .'ve ': Choice o* pressing 3cartx>s $3 95
e 4 0/ orore"" 0« ie/v' g ’ o/ pread or vedefao e
3 . V E G E T A B L E  M E D L E Y  2ic'c>
p . • '
Fresh Steamed iSeasona'
Farm fresh vegetables steamed and covered with meited cheese 
CrtSpv and de^cious with whoie wheat,q^^cAers 5 carbos $3.$5
* Fresh steamed No 3 vegetables. 2 o r  cheese t o r Dreed
4 T U N A .  T U R K E Y  O R  T A C O  P O C K E T  296ca
The chO'cest tuna or turkey or veal, tucked away mside a piece ot p«ta 
bread covered wrth shredded fetiuce and >opp4d with fresh 
tomatoes aitaita sprouts and Skmny Munchtes 21 carbos $3.$5 
i t  4 o r protein t bread '7 oti serving. 4 oz non fat milk
:  S K I N N Y  N A C H O  240cai
vv' o e wr>«at cracker bread smothered with melted cheese and 
served With Sc^anish salsa and garniah i$cart>oa $2.60
w r breed 2 Ot cheesa 4 or iom eio  sauce
6 . S K I N N Y  D E A L  2 « cat
Whole wheat crecker breed covered with mushrooma. onron. green 
peppers tomatoes melted cheeaa and special seuce FANTASTIC 
19 carbos ^ $$.?$
* F breed 2 o t  cheesa. 4 oe tometo  tauca
7 . S U P E R  T A C O  • A T rM t 2«3cal
Seasoned ground veal and tecPsauca tucked maide a p*eca 6l whole 
wheat cracked bread covered with shredded lettuce, tomatoes 
atlaiia sprouts and topped with cheese Skinny Mur>ch»ea Setae 
Onions on reguaat l9carbos $4.20
*  4 04 proiem  1 breed, t o t  tometo ivice: 4 o t  eon-tet mdk
8 . TACO SALAD 287 cai
Seasoned ground veal served on whole wheal cracker bread Topped 
with shredded lettuce, tomatoes, cheese, seise ar>d aitaita sprouts 
Chotee ot Dreasirvg l9carboa $4.20
* 1 breed. 2 o t  veei. t o t  harp.cA4$j# 4 o t  tom eto  seuca
9 . CH IC KEN  EN CHILAD AS 330cai
Succulent, lender pieces at chteken cieaaiceiiy wrapped in com 
torTiiiaa arrd topped with our special sauce shredded lettuce diced 
tomatoes and sHaifa sprouts Chotee of.Dress>ng $4.20
* 1 breed. 2 oz chicken i  o t  cheese 3 o t  tometo  sauce 
(Check the Sugarleas ^ a c k  Store at^ d take some home)
\o M EXICAN PLA TTER  307c*
Enchilada and tosteds* Chicken and cheese enchilada and , a 
pequito tostada GREAT' Topped with our apeciai sauce lettuce 
tomatoes and aiFaiia sprouts Choice! ot Dressing $4 20
4 1 breed 4 o t  protem 3 o t  tometo sauce 30 carbos
11. P IZZA  350CS
Lots oF aged cheese and thic* crust p<us a-saiad with a choice ot 
dressing Skir>ny Munchies iScarbos $3 70
e  2 o t  tometo tsuce f o t  bread. 2 o t cheese 4 o r  rion fat m iit 
(Check the Sugarless Shack Store and take some home
12. GARDEN Q UICHE (Seasonal) 325ca
Deiictous vegetable Quiche Biended with whoie eggs and cnees# 
baked in a light flaky crust covered w«th fresh vegetables and meued 
cheese tO carbos $4 70
4 1 egg t o r  cheese i  breed No 3 vegetable
13. C H IL I Q UICHE 325ca
D4 I10OUS green chih and red pepper qu*che Blended with whole 
eggs and cheese baked m a itght. flaky crust covfred with fresh 
vegetable ar>d melted cheese 10 carbos $4 70
4  t egg 1 o r  cheese 1 breed No 3 vegetebie
14. CREPES MARCO POLO
Cr»p*t tluHed with lightly Matonad lurkay and broccoli covarad 
with Irath vagatablat and mattad chaaaa tOcarbo* M  >0 
* t braad. i  o t  furtay. t w o t  chaaia
JUST FOR KIDS - 12 yra. or youngor
Tuna or hot toeaied cheese aer>dwich. Skinny MurKhtes choice ot 
ameH beverege (milk or aode) Eitra treat - mmi ice cream cone 
approi 249 except milk 01.08
BEVERAGES
Cottaa SanKa. Hot Taa Harb Taa 8 SO
Ougarfraa: 7 Up Hot Chocolata E .praaio 8 .78
Cota Root Baar
Or Pappar lead Tat
Whota ihiHi Noh-lal Miia 8 .00
Natural FruM Julcat or Vary V a gglt.................
Saa othar aida tor ahaktt pnd tloata
•«»•0 tot WrM So Mao* 4» r»mbt*
.0 .78
a Olat Eiohanga
Healthy Haven 
Let’s Get Acquainted;
Buy 1 Dinner, Get 1 Free o '
to do is look. V
On the AM side:
KVEC (920 A M I-San Luis 
Obispo County's first radio sta­
tion offers news, community af­
fairs programming, and sports, 
both Cal Poly and professional.
KBAI (1150 AM)—“Music you 
remember” is this Morro Bay sta­
tion's offering.
KKAL (1280 A M l-”California 
Country” from Arroyo Grande. »
KATY (1340 AMI—Adult music 
and a call-in talk show featuring 
Journalism professor Ed Zuchelli 
are the highlights of.this San Luis 
Obispo station.
KUNA (1400 AMI—Features 
beautiful music.
KUHL (1440) AM I-This Santa 
Maria station offers music, talk 
shows, and Dodger baseball.
KSBQ (1480 AMl-Country 
musiefrom Santa Maria-
On the FM side:
' KCBX (FM 901-San Luis 
Obispo’s public radio station pro­
vides bluegrass, Sunday morning 
gospel and “The Prairie Home 
Companion "..to name a few.
KCPR (FM 91)-The "Sound 
Alternative” (provides a wide 
variety of music and programm­
ing for Cal Poly students, in­
cluding soundtracks and the Doc­
tor Demento show, as well as serv­
ing as a practical laboratory for 
the Journalism Department.
KDDB (FM 9 2 ) - “AU SUr 
Country" from Paso Robles.
KZOZ (FM 93)-Z93 offers rock/ 
music to San Luis Obispo and the 
surrounding area. The station has 
“ Tuesday night album specials" 
in which they feature a current 
album by a particular artist, as 
~ well as playing selected cuts from 
other albums to give an hour of 
music by one artist.
m
KPGA (FM 951-A  Pismo 
Beach station which features 
easy-rock and an evening classical 
show.
KSLY (FM 96)—A recent con­
vert from the AM side, Sly-96 
features disc joCity Captain Buf­
foon and rock music.
KKUS (FM 98)-The newest 
station in San Luis Obispo, US-98 
aims its music at the adult con­
temporary market, playing music 
“from yesterday and today”.
KIQO (FM 104I-Q-104 offers 
soft rock music to the noath coun­
ty and San Luis Obis|X).
PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES
Custom Design • Typesetting • Choice of Paper 
25 Printed Copies • 25  Enveippes
IMAGE ONE
1880 Sant^ Barbara Street San Luis CJbispo • 543-0894 
882 Marsh Street. San Luis Obispo • 543-3363
VALID VI/ITH COUPON ONLY
D ID  Y O U  
K N 0 W ..i =
WHEN YOU BRING YOUR FILMS  
TO JIM'S CAMPUS CAMERA 
YOU'LL OET:
* The F inest O w a llty  F rocesting
* Te«*r K ndnce lof' Bncti in  14 Hewrs 
(W nnii-nnds A H o lM a y t nscngtnd)
* A F M i I l i o  C o ler In la rM m e n t  
Ive O f T inte Yew Seve é Cewpen*
* A  C e m g lln ten te ry  F o r lie r  Fogo 
To S to rt Tee O ff On A N ice W ay 
O t K eep ing  T our F letero« T oge tlie r
* AH The iB p e r t  He lp end Advice 
That Toe M ay W en t. (Je«t A f i l l i
CAMPUS
S \ i
}4HOU$  
FILM  DROP 
IN FRONT
7é4HIOUtRA tT OOWNTO«Mr 
$AN L u ll  O iltF OCAMERA riMM s4smr
Th« Helpful Store With Tht KnowtOTbeable Staff *
ibcSlOKaXJNTRirV ------
.-r. ‘ J - - I  •
I Mustang Daily
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A few words of advice to newcomers from oldtimers
I by Kim Mlll«r
SlsHWiltar
Incoming freshmen may go 
throui^ shock while‘adjusting to 
their new surroundings. Students ‘ 
who are entering Cal Poly straight 
out of high schml or transferrtog' 
from a community «oUege are 
entering a completely different 
world oif education.
The university atmo^here is 
more serious, more social, more 
stimulating than any other a stu­
dent has ever lived in, but the 
strain pf adjusting to this lifestyle 
often shows on the faces of the 
typical freshman.
Over a period of time the typical 
Cal Poly student transforms into a 
casual figure from 'the nervous, 
fretting freshman that first arriv­
ed.
FreshmAi are indelibly marked 
by their anxious faces, but as one 
student said, "Relax, everyone’s 
in the same boat." Scott Weddle 
suggested, "Go out by the Cal Po­
ly Theatre lawn and play some 
‘ultimate frisbee’.”
Freshmen who wont through the 
Week of Welcome will have a head 
start adapting to campus life. 
During WOW, students are divid­
ed into groups and perform skits 
during a rally. Landscape 'Ar­
chitecture major Kevin Small ad­
vised, "Don't wear garbage bags 
to the WOW rally because you'll 
sweat to death."
After WOW is over, there is the 
trauma of buying books. Especial­
ly in the fall, the lines at the book­
store are horrendous. Small, who
works at El Corral Bookstore, said 
students should go to the book­
store early. "Good times to go are 
right at opening, at dinner time, or 
al^ut 20 minutes before closing," 
hesaid.
Used books are usually the best 
buy for the money, but sometimes 
a new edition of a text is required. 
"Go to class the first day and see 
if the instructor will let you ^ buy 
used books,” said business major, 
Liz Danko.
When the first day of classes 
finally arrives, Danko suggested, 
“Don’t take all your books and 
notebooks to school you gotta 
look kinda casual.’”
Cal Poly is a large campus, and 
finding classes can be a problem. 
Steve Coray said, “Freshmen 
should stu(|y the map before they 
goPto their classes the first day. 
You can always tell it ’s a 
freshman when they have their 
nose in a map."
James Sousa, a graduate stu­
dent in education, said, "One time 
a guy came and aslced me where 
the numbers were on the 
buildings!”
Buildings are coded on the maps 
by numbers, but the numbers are 
not on the buildings.
There are more than enough 
campus activities to get involved 
in but some don’t allow first 
semester freshman to join. Jour­
nalism major Kevin Fox would 
like to see a first quarter ban on 
freshmen in fraternities. “I t ’s top
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hard on the GPA," he said.
Academically, be prepared for a 
strict atmosphere. Dr. Mildred 
Roske said she tires of the often- 
aaked .questioi^“DoJ^ have to do 
The assignm ent" 'and when 
students miss one of her classes 
"Did I miss anything?’” is a sure 
irritant.
One othei^em  every freshman
should know—San Luis Obispo is 
not crime free. Inspector Ray Bar­
rett of the University Police 
Department said that 60 to 70 
bikes wOTe stolen last year and on 
the average these bikes were" 
worth S350. Unfortunately none 
were recovered.
Barrett said that an> .student 
who brings their hike up here
should purchase the new style 
kryptonite, U-shaped locks "They 
can't be cut through or sawed 
through, " he said.
WOW Chairman ‘‘Mikev’’
Ovenden summed up Cal Poly ac­
curately when he said, "Don't 
take this all too seriously." It is 
hard work, but it's also a lot of 
fun.
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Special Blend of Sauce 
and Cheese
Our Superb Cheese Pizza
12” small $4.81 
16” large $7.27
Domino’s Deluxe
5 items/price of 4 
Pepperoni, Mushrooms 
Onions, Green Peppers 
and sausage.
12” small $8.41 '
16” large $11.87
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The Price Destroyer________
Pepperoni, Ham, Fresh 
Mushrooms, Italian Sausage, 
GrourKJ Beef, Green Peppers, 
Onions, Black Olives and 
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16” Price Destroyer $13.02 -
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77SA Foothill Blvd.
HOURS
11 am-1 am Sun.-Thurs. 
11am-2am Fri. &Sat.
V^egl Deluxe_____________
Fresh Mushrooms, Black 
Olives, Onions, Green Pep­
pers, tomatoes and Extra 
Cheese
12” Vegi$8.77 ,
16” vegi $11.85
1 2 ’ 16”
bheese $4.81 $7.27
ÌT  . ‘ " y 'Any 1 1tem $5.71 $8.40
Any Vi +  Va $5.71 $8.40 1 ■
Any 2 Items $8.61 $9.57
Any 3 Items $7.51 $10.72
Any 4 items $8.41 $11.87
Additional Items
Pepperoni 
Mushrooms 
Canadian Bacon 
Onions
Green Peppers
Olives
Sausage
Jalapenos
Pineapple
Tomatoes
Double Cheese
Extra Thick Crust
12” small $.90 ^
16” large $1.15
COKE $.75 QT.
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Domino’s Pizza thinks 
that 30 minutes is as 
long as anyone should 
have to wait for a pizza. 
Free 30 minute delivery 
and 10 minute pick-up 
service.
I
If your pizza does not arrive |  
within 30 minutes from the time ■ 
you placed your order, present ■ 
this coupon to the driver for $2.00 ” 
OFF. j
One coupon per pizza. |
I
544-3636 Expires 9/30/84 |
$7.50 buys any 
large one item 
pizza & 2 32 oz. 
Cokes
775A Foothill 
Blvd. SLO
No Coupon Necessary 544-3636
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by Kevin H. Fox
stall WrIUr
Cal Poly l*re.sident V\ arren J. 
Haker will befpn his sixth year oil 
the job by welcoming new and 
returning students to campus this 
fall
Or Baker, who started at Cal 
Poly in the fall of 1979. has this to 
say to new students: "1 think the 
message that is most impnirtant 
tor the students is that teaching is 
the most important thing done at 
Cal Poly, and that we emphasize 
good teaching and we t'tnphasiz.e 
participation on the part of the 
students m the programs at ('al 
Poly and in their activities coin 
ciding with how they are learning 
and development as they gy 
through the uni\ersit\
tie said that having two 
daughters in college gues him in 
sight into the ft'elings ol students 
"I think that the things that are 
imjairlant to students are related 
to t he environment that is treated 
for them and that they participate 
•in creating, m which they can 
learn. ' he said
He noted that the community at 
Cal Poly IS related to the students 
I think that our chore is to create 
a good learning environment ami 
to encourage students to piar 
ticipate in the formation of that 
environment' he said
Baker said he wants to t>e 
perceived as someone who is will 
ing to listen to students "I think 
the imfxirtant thing is to lie view 
ed as someone who listens to 
students It s a mistake to assume 
that the students do not play an 
important role in the formation of 
policy at the university
"I think I would want to Iw 
p»‘rceivt*d as somisine who en 
courages the administration and 
the faculty to take into account 
the views of students Now that s 
easy to do al Cal Polv. ' he said, 
ber'ause we have \,-r\ bright 
students students who are will 
mg to pal icipate and w ho are \ er\ 
resfamsihile citizens
lie said lhat while he wanls to
listen to the students, he does not 
always agree with them "But Ido 
think it is important to know what 
the student point of view is, and in 
many areas of the university I 
think we ought to defer to what 
the students want. " he said.
As an example he mentioned the 
vote last spring in which students 
defeated a proposal for a new 
recreational sports facility. "The 
students, over a period of time, 
will decide what it is they nwd and 
how best to achieve that.' he said 
He also noted a rivent trip he 
t(K)k m order to listen to students 
and to learn what they do with 
their time The trip was to an 
educator s Program with the 
KOrC .Advanced Summer Camp 
at fort la-wis. Washington I'he 
trip was pnmariK tor viewing 
what the l{()'rC students do dur­
ing their advanced summer camp, 
and löget a flavor of how they are 
■ pending t heir t l in e .  ' h,e said
■\s President Baker hegm.s his 
sixth year at Cal Poly he looked 
hack to the first five years Well 
I think there has lH*en some piro 
gress and some disapjMimt ments, 
he said
Baker told tfie M utta r i^  Dativ  
that he has tried to focus on 
things that would improve the 
quality of etlucation at Cal Poly 
"That relates to an emphasis on 
professional development of the 
faculty and a continued and often 
renewtni emphasis on teaching as 
our primary function."' he said 
"W'e've sp«>nt time in getting 
recognition of our needs in 
physical facilities and our nee<ls in 
support, m the form of sup[X)rt 
budgets, to teach I think that we 
have bism fairly successful m do 
mg that. " said Baker
The one area he feels he has been 
unsuccessful m. and an area he fell 
strongly alxuit when he came to 
the university, is inadequate 
salaries for the faculty He s.iid 
that it isdiffiiult lorts-ruit faculty 
and then- have fxs'ii some morale 
prt'blems among t urrent fat uit y 
due to low pay They are not 
y aluet! ernuigh by our society to tx'
“ I want to be perceived as someone who encourages the administration and 
faculty to take into account the views o f students.’*
paid an appropriate wage. he 
said
Baker said that there has fieen 
some progress m the area, but he 
feels it necessary to continue to 
pursue it
The ways in w hich he goes alxiut 
trying to improve such areas 
lakes him throughout the state 
He breaks his )ob down into thrt*e 
areas ( )ne ol which has to do wit h 
.ictivities and mts-tings that deal 
with the CSC system and ex 
ecutiv'e (ouiu il meetings with the 
Board of I rustees m l ong Beach
■\lso m that category are duties 
and actiyities that lake him to
■Sacramento to put forward Cal 
Poly's position with the 
Legislature and the various state 
agencies
Another area that takes up 
much of his time deals with ac 
liyities that relate to addressing 
policy issues within the universi­
ty 'M y efforts have been primari 
ly aimed at shared goy ernance and 
to try to develop an environment 
wheie the voice of the faculty and 
the appropriate role and yoice of 
the students Ix'comes an im[xir 
I ant [larl he said
His third area of responsibility 
IS [lufilii relations .ind fund rais
— Warren Baker
mg "Things that have to do with 
raising funds and friends for the 
university, " he said, "are impor­
tant lx>cause the public .sector 
money is not enough
I spend time laying the 
groundwork for that kind of ac 
tiyitv and sp»-nd time raising 
funds primarily through develop 
ing what I would hope would lx‘ 
lasting associations with various '  
organizations and people for the 
uniyersit y . " he said
He also spends lime invoked 
with proiects that might h.iye 
some long ti-rm fx-nefil for the 
uniyersitv The Board For Inter 
See Page 3Development o f  students: Brown works fo r  each one
“ We should challei%^hem to try, supporting 
them when they do. You don’t have to be 
sick to get better.” — Russ Brown
by M arg arita  M ills
Editor
When he s not strolling through 
campus, sjxirl ing an oxford shirt 
with sleeyes rolled up. he s work 
mg m his office overlooking the 
St air w ay t o t he second floor of the 
administration building
Dean of Students Dr Russ 
Brown attacks his loh as contact 
fierson for students nts-ds and 
issues m a visible, caring way
"I try to get out on the campus 
on a regular basis, ' he said in a re 
cent interview I eat m the 
residence hall dining areas at least 
a couple of limes a month I try to 
maintain at least visual contact 
with a lot of the students '
Brown divides up his respon­
sibilities as Dean of Students into 
two major areas: an administrator 
for all the sludenl-relatf*d pro­
grams and a personal contact per­
son.
"1 have the responsibility for all 
the programs and services that 
are part of the student life here 
and student affairs —most of the 
things that help students and sup­
port students while they're on the 
campus that are outside the 
classroom." he explained
"The other major function I 
have is to lie a contact person for
student'' and their needs and 
issues and make sure that st u 
dent interests are paid atlentinn 
to as (iei isions are made and pro 
grams are develoix'd. he con 
tinned I like to make sure the 
students are fx>ing treattxf fairly 
and to [irovide some leadership in 
personalizing the exjx'nence on 
campus so that students aren I 
just a number or just a student, 
but I hey count as an individual 
Brown is actively involve«! 
through student organizations, 
like ASI and the Housing f*ro-
gram. as well as by teaching ,i
class
I’ersonalizmg the stiuients ex 
[X'riences is how Brown sts-s 
himself achieving his greater goal 
of working within the university 
to foster the deyelopmenl ol 
students The prime goal is to 
create opjxirtunities for them Ithe 
studentsi to grow and change in 
the positive ways so that when 
they leave the university they not 
only have more technical skills but 
also have matured as individuals
he said „See Page 3
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Mustang Dafly
ASI’s goals for 1984-85: renovation, reorganization
by Dawn Harwich
stall Wrilsr
The Associated Students Incor­
porated was created by students 
to be used by students and run by 
students. Two of the major pro* 
jects for the ASl this year are the 
remodeling of the University 
Union and the reorganization of 
the Student Senate, said ASI 
President Kevin Creighton.
“The ulitmate goal of remodel  ^
ing is to free up Mustang 
Ixmnge.' said Creighton. The 
lounge, located downstairs in the 
University Union, cannot be used 
for school activities because it is 
t(X) small. One-third of its area is 
being used by the Disabled 
Students Services. The Space 
Allocation and Review Committee 
of the ASI suggested relocating 
the Disabled Student Services to 
the present locations''of the In- 
tramurals office and Multi- 
Cultural Center on the same floor 
The center would then be moved 
to room 217B of the union. The In- 
Iramurals would be moved to a 
trailer by the gym as soon as 
possible.
The final goal of the remodeling 
is to create a coffee house for 
sociabzing in Mustang Ixiunge. 
said Creighton.
Creighton's other main goal is 
to reorganize the Student Senate. 
The Senate is responsible for all 
political and business issues in­
volving the ASI arid the 
Universtiy Union.
“ I saw a problem,“' said 
Creighton, ■‘‘‘with how the student 
Senate dealt haphazardly with im­
portant business decisions last 
year." The Senate granted a 
$5,000 verbal request from the In­
tramurals office with no questions 
asked, said Creighton. But the
Business Council's written re­
quest for $100 was rejected by the 
^nate.
Creighton felt the Senate show­
ed a lack of wisdom by not in­
vestigation the Intramurals re­
quest for $5,000 before granting 
it.
The creation of a separate board 
of directors to deal with the 
business affairs of the ASI and 
Universtiy union will allow the 
Senate to deal only with the 
political issues that affect 
students as students, said 
Creighton Thus, the affairs of the 
ASI and University Union would 
be handled by two distinct groups 
instead of one, Creighton said.
Creighton is also concerned with 
the computer terminals in the 
reserve room of* the library. The 
computers were moved in July to 
their present location from the 
computer science building. The 
computers are now only accessible 
when the library is open.
Creighton hopes to either get the 
terminals moved to a 24 hotlf ac­
cessible location or to see the 
reserve room hours extended.
The ASI is involved in over 25 
other projects including a re- 
evaluation of the intramurals 
facility survey taken last Spring, 
the development of a Greek Row, 
the installment of cable TV in the 
dorms, and the creation of an ASI 
phone directory.
The ASI is divided into an ex­
ecutive and a legislative branch. 
The President is the head of the- 
executive staff and a non-voting 
member of the Senate. The offices 
under the executive staff are 
Governmental Affairs, Communi­
ty Affairs, Greek Relations, Ex­
ecutive Analyst, Administrative 
Coordinator, Chief of Staff, and 
Student Relations Board Chair, 
and the Finance Committee.
The ASI vice-president, Marcia 
Godwin, is the head of the 
legislative branch and the chair of
the Senate. The Administrative 
Commission and the Academic 
Commission are under the 
jurisdiction of the vice-president.
The Program Board Chair and 
the Controller are basically in­
dependent offices, but are on the 
staff of the President.
The ASI is composed of over 60 
boards, éommittees, teams and 
coded groups (organization bylaw- 
ed by the ASI that can received 
qioney from the ASI). Students 
are encouraged to select and take 
part in the groups that interest 
them in order to keep the ASI go­
ing strong.
T h e ' 14 boards under the 
heading of ASI include Week of 
Welcome Board, Concert Commit­
tee, and Pdïy Royal Board.
There are over 50 ASI commit­
tees, teams, and coded groups. 
Some of these include the rodeo 
team, rose parade float commit­
tee, dairy products judging team, 
and the rugby team.
I y
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Creighton views the ASI as 
playing a dual role of politician 
and businessman. Most students 
view the ASI President and the 
student government mainly as 
political bodies, Creighton said. 
We are really the business direc­
tors of a four million dollar cor­
poration, concluded Creightoa
background on Creighton
by Dawn Harwich
stall Writer
Kevin Creighton is a 21-year-old 
senior business major from 
Fresno, Ca. He began his leader 
ship experience in high school as 
editor of the school newspaper. He 
was a resident advisoc i^n Sequoia 
and Teneya dorms, vice president 
of the business club Interface, and 
a student senator from the school 
of business.
Creighton feels “It is a big 
honor to be representing Cal Polv 
I t ’s one of the finest universities 
put on the west coast." Creighton 
thinks his role of ASI President is 
to not do everj-thing; but to find 
the people who can do it .
“I can find a place for everyone 
who wants to become involved in 
student government. said 
Creighton.
Creighton enjoys baseball and is 
an ardent supporter of the 
Oakland A’s. He is interested in 
reading and discussing world af 
fairs and is a fan of all sorts of 
music.
ASI officers learn teamwork by the ropes
Challenging situations can be 
used to encourage teamwork, 
enhance communication skills and 
bring people closer together.
That was the main idea behind a 
ropes course taken by Kevin 
Creighton, Associated students 
Incorporated president, members 
of his executive staff and other Cal 
Poly students in July at a ranch 
near Monterey.
The ropes course is a type of 
obstacle course in which people 
use ropes and group support to 
overcome obstacles.
The course was built and financ­
ed by University Union Recrea­
tion Director R o^ey Neubert on 
his parent’s ranch. It is Neubert 
who guides groups through the 
course.
Top right Program Board chair­
man Eugene Simor takes a 
careful climb on the ropes 
c o u rs e .
Lower right Todd Randak, 
U.U. chairman, peeks through 
the tunnel at the end of a 
co u rse .
Below Course designer Rod 
Neubert assists one of the par­
ticipants as she is pulled up the 
ropes
Neubert built the course, con­
sisting of 37 obstacles spread over 
a half-mile course after attending 
a seminar on ropes courses.
The course includes obstacles 
such as scaling a 12 foot-wall, be­
ing led by a companion while blind 
folded or being lowered from a 30- 
foot high platform by a teammate.
Despite the hard work involved 
in constructing the course, 
Neubert feels it has been suc- 
cesshil.
"I've really enjoyed it,” said 
Neubert addhig that most people 
have responded well to the course.
Originally, Neubert wanted to 
build a ropes course at Cal Poly..
i
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He decided against the idea 
because of the difficulties involved 
with keeping tresfMissers off of the 
couTM when it would not be in use
Creighton and members of his 
stgff decided to take the ropes 
course as a way to improve group 
unity and cooperation, and to get 
a better feel for what building a 
ropes course at Cal Poly would en 
tail.
r
Those who went on the course 
paid most of their own way in­
cluding transportation costs to 
and form the ranch and a $10 fee 
for the course.
The ropes course itself lasted 
about 10 hours on Saturday. Par 
ticipants spend the rest of the 
weekend relaxing at Neubert s 
parent’s cabin, complete with pool 
and spa.
The trip was a success according 
to those who went.
"The idea was to bring my staff I 
closer,” said Creighton. " I  think 
its going to make the staff work | 
better.”
" I t  was worthwhile. It definitely 
promotes group unity,” said 
Eugene Simor, Program Board 
Chairman on Creighton's ex 
ecutiye staff.
David Jacobson, Chief-of-Sta 
on the executive staff said 
retreat was "fantastic,” notin 
that there was "an extreme! 
positive response from everyone 
who went on the trip.
V
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W eek o f  W elcom e
by Julia Prodis , * .
Special tp th« Oo»iy '
Concerts, speakers, filmar art exhibits, 
weekend outings, craifts...you want them? 
Cal Poly’s Program Board has got them.
If students want not only tp see a concert, 
but want to meet the performers, they can 
join a Program Board committee.
If students want not only to hear an im­
portant speaker, but want to decide who 
should come and speak, they should join a 
Program Board committee.
If students want not only to view the art 
exhibits displayed in the University Union 
Art Galerie, but want to choose which ex-
Students get with the program
hibits should be shown and set them up, 
they should join a Program Board commit­
tee. ■ —r '
If students want not only to ride white 
water-rapids or go backpacking in the Sier-‘ 
ras With 'a group of Cal Poly students, but 
want to plan the trips.and pierha^s guide 
them, they should join a Program Board 
committee.
The Associated Students Incorporated 
Program Board is composed of eleven com­
mittees including Concerts, Speakers 
Forum, Fine Arts, Films, Special Events,
Cultural Advisory Committee. Outings and 
Craft Center.
'These committees run by students, put on 
most of the program!' and entertainment for 
Cal Poly students.
"The majority of the decisions are made 
by the individual ©»mmittees as to what 
shows are to be put on,, said Ku^ e^ne .Simor. 
chairman of Prograrn Hoard, which is the 
governing-body over the various commit­
tees. ' ■ ‘
Simor characterizes Program Hoard as of 
fering everything from "culture to culture
shock."
Kecent highlights of Program Hoard 
events include the .Motels and Hig Country 
by Concerts, James Watt and Steve 
l.andesberg by Speakers Forum, the Plim- 
souls and Chinese Magic Circus by Special 
Kvents, Alex l)e (irassi and Count Hassie by 
Fine Arts and Flashdance and Star Trek II 
by Films.
The Outings committee sponsors weekend 
trips to the mountains, rivers, and valleys, 
while the Craft Center offers classes 
throughout the year.
As Simor said, " I t ’s not just putting on 
the events, it's enjoying the social events as 
well "
BAKER
From p«o0t^. —
nation»! and Agricukiirâ is 
ooaauidi program that he feels the 
university can both help andP 
receive benefit frnm, in the form of 
national recognition.
Looking to the future of Cal Po­
ly, Baker said he would like to see 
a period of time with a degree of " 
stability to see how the changes he 
has made work out.
“Now we can concentrate on 
making these things work and 
focusing on how they are going to 
contribute to the quality of educa­
tion,” he said.
'The changes he talked about in­
clude the campus reorganization- 
plan that resulted in the formation 
of a new school and the shifting of * 
several departments. Changes in 
the generdl education re­
quirements and the hiring of 
several key administrative posi­
tions are also big changes made by 
the president.
What is in store for Cal Poly in 
the next decade?
The future may allow Cal Poly 
to increase enrollment sightly, 
said Baker. New programs in
BROWN
Musk and Computer Engineering 
and d new emphaaia in tlm , 
Maater’a offiusineaa Adminiatra-^ 
tfoa in Agriculture Management' 
are all poaaibilitiea, he aaid. t 
“Tho^ is intereat in developing 
‘ better graduate pregrams and in­
creasing t ^  size bf some of the' 
graduate programs that we have 
particular strength in,” he said."
President Baker lives On cam­
pus with his wife Carly and his 
two sons Christopher and Brian. 
He has two daughters, both of 
whom are college students. One is 
a junior at UC Davis and the other 
is a senior at Notre Dame.
He enjoys skiing, jogging, rac- 
quetball and basketball in his 
spare time. He also tries to be in­
volved with his two sons who both 
atteqd Mission School.
His wife is active in the con> 
munity as Chair of the Juvenile 
Justice Cbnunission and as a 
member of the Board of Directors 
of the Women’s Shelter. She is 
also responsible for most of the 
hosting and entertaining that is 
done with various groups on and 
off campus.
From pa«« 1 hjft
The philosophy Brown brought toH s job six years 
ago is to challei^  students to betUHdi^mselves. "I 
like the students to take a realistic l a t  |>ositive view 
of themselves,.knowiiig they can d«a4u>t they want 
to,” he explained. "We should challenge, them to r^y, 
supporting them when they do. The klaa you don’t 
have to be sick to get better. 1 lika to students 
leave herb better, but not because thev were ever 
sick."
"Of course it's a big task, but it's a let of fun and 
very stimulating,” Brown emphasized. I think at 
Cal Poly the students are interested and involved, 
but basically positive and responsive, sc that if I in 
vest some energy in them the response is giKid It s 
important to me to feel like I make a difference”
And that difference, he added, is to be sure 
students make the university work for them
Since he took on his post in 1978, Brown has seen 
some differences and changes in the student popula 
tipn. “I see involvement growing,” he commented 
. "iTiere has been significant movement in attracting 
minorities. Also, I think we can see women becoming 
increasingly involved in fields we didn’t t.vpically find 
them in six years ago.”
Brown attributes this trend swing to two factors: 
awareness of the younger women and an effort by the 
university.
■ “I think women are realizing more and more that 
those options are available to them, and the universi 
ty, through the Student Affirmative Action program
and a commitment from the faculty, is encouraging 
women to participate in non-traditional fields,” he 
said.
The dean also notices that the overall ability levels 
of Cal Poly students has gone up. "Since we are pro­
bably the most popular campus in the state, we at­
tract extremely bright, articulate students with a lot 
of energy," he explained. "And since the abilities 
have gone up, the result is a much higher academic 
pressure on students”
It is not unusual that Brown came to a technical 
school, after receiving his master’s in educational 
psychology from University of Nebraska Brown 
iH'gan his undergraduate work at Whitworth College 
in Washington (while he attended on a football 
scholarship! with intentions of following an engineer­
ing degree curriculum His interests changed to what 
he terms as more "pisiple oriented," and completed 
his studies in educational psychology
"1 knew I would end up in education somehow, 
though not necessarily at the university level, ” he 
said of his own goals as a college student.
"Now my favorite part of my job is working with 
students (on the university level)," he continued ”I 
get a lot of energy and stimulation from it . ”
Hut the energy he says he gets from the thousands 
of students he comes in contact with isn’t used up by 
his job alone Brown enjoys outdoor sports, such as 
running and skiing, as well as dancing at Shenandoah 
and t he ( )Ule Port 1 nn
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Pa^p 4 Mustang DaüyWeek of WelcomeCampus physical changes are both large and small
by J. Anne Zost ■
StaHWrItar
New and returning students can expect to 
see some changes on campus this fall, an ex­
ecutive dean said last week.
Douglas Gerard said in an informal inter­
view that Cal Poly will use $800,000 i^  funds 
for remodeling buildings and improving 
campus.
“Many of the improvements will be inter­
nal," said Gerard, “and most students won't 
even notice the changes occurring."
Although some changes will be minor, 
such as repairing roofs and fixing sidewalks, 
conversion of the Dexter Library will bepn 
this October,, said Gerard. The remodeling 
will include complete elimination of the old 
library's inside walls “We plan to complete­
ly gut the inside and totally rebuild." Gerard 
said.
All of the repair work the old library will 
undergo will be interior and will not affect 
the south side of the east corridor. Remodel­
ing will continue through February of 1986 
and the Architecture and Art Departments 
will utilize the building onc^'^onstrut-tion is 
finished, said Gerard.
The Cellar will be relocated in October also 
with the new location being next to the 
ROTC's Armory. Gerard said that this area 
is the same size as the room currently being 
used and moving the Cellar should not 
disrupt students “The Cellar will continue 
to operate until the move. " said Gerard.
A t e m jK ir a r y  parking lot. M-14, will be 
available this fall. The parking lot will be ad 
jacent to Via Carta and will have spaces for 
420 cars. The land used for the new parking 
lot was released by the Agriculture Depart­
ment because it was considered pcxir 
agriculture land due to the rock base.
The parking lot is considered temporary 
because it was not in the master plan. Once 
the master plan is changed to include the ad­
ditional parking facility, lighting, landscap­
ing and sidewalks will be added, making it a 
permanent parking lot.
The new Agriculture building will be 
located in what is currently H-3 parking lot, 
in front of the student store.
The new building will not be under con­
struction until late fall of 1985 or early spr­
ing of 1986. The faculty members have 
alreiidy submitted their project description 
report that specify their suggestions and re­
quirements for the building; the architecture 
and plans are being developed now, said 
Gerard. “The architect will continue to meet 
with the faculty to clarify problems that 
emerge," Gerard said.
Funds to begin construction on the $6 2 
million building will be in the 1985 budget 
and will not be used until the fall of 1985
The student store will not be affected by. 
the new building but there are plans to ex­
pand the store in a year or two.
The grass area outside the store and thè 
new benches surrounding the grass on two 
sides will be removed, but a similar area will 
be developed around the new Agriculture 
building.
The new Engineering building is about for 
ty percent completed and should be finished 
by early May of 1985.
The Engineering building is in its third 
phase of funding which is allocation for con­
struction. The next phase will be to reciuesi. 
SI.88 million for movable equipment that 
consists of desks, c"hairs anti computers 
This equipment will be moved into the new 
building next summer in time for fall classes
Other changes to the campus will include 
the acfdition of two new elevators, said 
(ierard. Beginning in March of 19H", ¡he 
Music (ilenter and the physical education 
building will begin construction for the 
elevators. Installation will take six months 
to complete, and will be ready for fall 
classes.
Minor c^tanges will also occur in the 
business building and the fire station, where, 
remodeling of the living quarters and offices 
will take place
T V —----- t J-
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C a l e n d a r  G i r l SPECIAL!!
I F ® ' I , 6 MONTHS 
FOR ONLY $9900 ONE WEEKlONLYi
__
START WORKING OU T TODAY 
WITH OUR 11 DAILY AEROBIC 
CLASSES, ONE IS SURE TO  FIT 
YOUR B USY SCHOOL SCHEDULE. 
- -  TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 
NEW AND COMPLETE WEIGHT ROOM 
' FACILITIES, WHICH INCLUDE 
UNIVERSAL MACHINES AND FREE 
WEIGHTS. AFTER YOU WORKOUT 
.  YOU'LL ENIOY OUR STEAMING 
, WHIRLPOOL AND WET/DRY SAUNA. 
WE HAVE FULL LOpKER ROOM 
FA aL ITIE S, AND ENCLOSED CHILD 
CARE IS AVAILABLE. ASK ABOUT . 
OUR WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM!
7^^ UNIVERSITY SQUARE
964 FOOTHILL BLVD. SLO 543-3465
RHYNO’S
Food Made From
“ S C R A T C H ”
WE BAKE OUR BREAD AND 
GRIND OUR BEEF DAILY!I
Specialty Hamburgers
• FRESH BEEF GROUND DAILY
• HOMEMADE WHOLE WHEAT BUNS
Also Featuring our NEW
C O (,
Choose your own toppings 
to DECOfiiATE your hamburger.
• Cheddar Cheese • Pickles ^ .
• Jalapeno Cheese • Alfalfa Sprouts
• Onions ’ . • Jalapenos
• Tom atoes • Sweet Pickles
" • Lettuce ~ . ..
18 HAMBURGERS to choose from.
Banana Splits 
Sodas •Shakas»Sundaes
H o m e m a d e  
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We Serie 
“Beer anò Wine
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OLE BURGER
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SEAFOOD BURGER 
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GRILLED ONION 
BACON
BAR-B-QUE ^
ORTEGA , '  -
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Florantina Sauca
RANCHERO BURGER
Eeo- Salsa Sauca
DENVER STYLE f
Egg. Chopped Ball Pappars, Onions, Mushrooms
GUACAMOLE 
GEORGE’S FAVORITE
VEQIE BURGER, -  ’
1OOH Vagatablas
1/3 lb. 
$2.35 
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Week o f WelcomeJob experience results from Cooperative Education
byJ.AnneZost ’ >
SlaH Writer
Cooperative Education (Co-opl: 
is a work experience program that 
allows students the opportunity 
to explore career objectives in 
their major and career choice.
While earning eight units, and 
'  often financing their college 
education,jstu^eivti? can wotk for 
six months with a company to 
gain knowledge, skill and ex­
perience necessary for career suc­
cess. ^
Dave Swanson, Cooperative 
Education Cbordiniator, said that 
because students are given the 
chance to work full time and qtend 
six months with a company, they 
are able to learn the different op­
portunities available to  them in 
* their field of studyj Students can, 
also apply what they learn in the 
classroom to help them survive in 
a corporation____ >
.Although the learning eX- 
'  perience of Co-op is the primary 
objective, it is also a means of 
financing a student's edycation. 
"But experience is the key fac­
tor,” said swanson, "The pay is 
jUst a side benefit."
Begun in the late 1960s, Co-op 
has expanded over the last five or 
six years to help place 1200 Cal 
Poly students a year in companies 
that will aid students’ career 
goals.
Swanson said that Co-op is an ' 
excellent alternative fpr students 
that are still confused about what 
career th ^  want.^ purgue.
"Co-op narrows the )dh choices 
and can give atudentls,-direction 
that allows them io  tain  classes 
that will help them d ^ d e on a 
career,” said Swanson.
An additional benefit from Co­
op is that students are able to ' 
evaluate their Co-op employer in 
regards to future employment
possibilities, -just as the employer 
can evaluate the student for per­
manent employment. ‘
Swanson said that about 
seventy-five percent of the 
students that choose to do a Co-op 
with a company are later hired by 
that corporation, usually at a 
higher level than graduates that
ataaitr> * * ^  i'<x-xk»t..xxse^ aaaaeaA*xaax. fUlXV allTV tlBU'a UJAfaVriVIlCV.
"There is a high correlation 
between Co-op and employment,” 
said Swanson. "Employers will 
choose a Co-op student over one 
that hasn’t participated in the 
. program, even if the Co-op wasn’t 
with their company.”
To become invcdved in a Co-op 
program, students are aslud to 
complete a Cooperative Education 
application that concerns their 
career objectives, and academic 
and^ork background. Students 
will then meet with a Co-op coor­
dinator to discuss what type of 
training will best fulfill the
students’ career objectives.
Students can either apply for a 
position listed in the Co-op Office, 
located in Chase Hall, or supply 
the Co-op coordinator with the 
name and addr^sj of a company 
the student is ihterested in work­
ing for. If this is the case. Co-op 
will then write the corporation, 
supplying the company with infor- 
niation regarding Co-op and infor­
ming them that a student is in- 
terMted in working with their 
organization.
Swanson said that about one 
third of the Co-op positions 
available are a result of students 
becoming interested in a par­
ticular business.
If the company is interested, in­
terviews wiU be scheduled to pro­
vide students with the opportuni­
ty to discuss career possibilities, 
objectives and work assignments. 
These interviews are held on cam­
pus however, students may also
be invited to interview at the job 
site.
Once students leave Cal Poly for 
- work assignments, on-the'-job 
training is closely supervised by 
the employer representative or 
assigned supervisor. .
Weekly reports and records are* 
m a in ta in ed , by s tu d e n ts  
t hroughout the Co-op work ex- 
,  perience. Swanson said that these 
reports are not in-depth or detail­
ed, but are similar to a weekly log 
of the activities the student is in­
volved with.
A two part paper is required of 
studento alter completion of the 
Co-op posUUon. liie  first part is 
considwed to be a term paper in­
volving reisaarch and deals with 
the technical areas students delt 
with. The second part is a personal 
experience report, describing^ the 
benefits, if any, students gained.*
±
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by Kavin H. Fox
stall WrtMr
Where would you go if you wanted to fake 
Advanced Autohypnoais or Beekeeping? 
Extended education, of course.
The self supporting extended education 
program offers many special interest .and 
professional development oourses, said Dr. 
Howard M. VoUmer, director of the pro­
gram.
"Although the goal of the program is to 
make the educational services of the univer­
sity available to members of the surroun-
dmg comnMinity,..jtU - extended education ' 
courses are available to students,” he said.
Most of the courses are non-credit but can 
provide some supplemental learning in some 
areas that may ^  of interest to students, 
said Vollmer.
Classes such as^^Beginning Japanese or 
Conversational Italian are examples of 
courses that are not found in the regular 
departments on campus. Vollmer suggested 
Classes like these may be of interest to 
students thinking about working in a
foreign country.
There are special'interest courses such as 
Computer Applications or Management 
Semipars which provide career oriented sub­
ject matter for people who want to make a ' 
change or improve their position, Vollmer 
said. ____  ____
The program conducts over 100 courses 
each quarter with participants numbering 
ovar 1000. Vollmer said that he estimates 
student involvement to be between 25 and 
30 percent.
An off-campus master’s degree in 
engineering is starting this fall and wiU be 
the first to be offered through the extension 
office. '
'The cost of enrollment is $35 per lecture 
unit, $64 per lab unit and $42 per activity 
unit. A complete listing of courses for the 
fall quarter can be found in the department's 
' bulletin. Excel. ^The office of Extended 
Education is located on campus in building 
85 (which is a cottage on Campus Way). The 
phone number is 546-2053.
COOPS
From pags 6
Whenever possible, the universi­
ty coordinator wiB also make on­
site visits and evaluations of the 
student’s process.
Swanson said that iwu-thlrds of 
the grade is determined by the 
supervisor’s evaluation of the stu­
dent’s performance and the re­
maining one-third is based on the 
weekly reports, the final report 
and the coordinators visit.
Students will also meet with a 
coordinator after returning to 
campus from their work .assign­
ment to review the student’s pro­
gress toward achieving their 
goals.
Although three month Co-op 
positions are available, Swanson 
' said that 90 percent of the 
students placed are in a six-month 
programs.
"A  three-month program 
doesn’t give the student the 
chance to become involved in a 
p r o je c t ,”  sa id  S w an so n , 
"Students are usually given the 
opportunity to complete a project 
that is challenging for the student 
and a direct benefit to the cotn- 
pany.”
Swanson said that there are on­
ly two requirements for those in­
terested in entering a Co-op pro­
gram. Students must be ‘ of 
sophomore standing and have.at 
least a 2.0 grade point average. 
Freshmen may enroll in the Co-op 
program during their first year,- 
but will not enter-the on-the-job 
training until TFie end of their 
freshman year. Transfer students 
with sophomore standing- will be 
allowed to enroll In the program 
after combleting one quarter at 
Cal Poly.
‘.‘There may also be some addi­
tional requirements from the 
employer,” said Swanson, i“such 
as a higher G PA“
Students are required to pay 
$1?6 for every four units to cover 
operating cost of the office.
For students considering enroll­
ing in Co-op but would like to 
know more about the prograni, 
Swanson offers a course entitled 
"Professional Work Skills Assess­
ment and Direction.”
This class prepares prospective 
cooperative Education students 
with a better understanding of the 
Co-op program, the job search pro­
cess, the interview process and the 
work environment.
Swanson said that students will 
have the opportunity to learn 
about Co-op from employers, past 
Co-op students and the universtiy, 
while earning two units.
« The class will meet Tuesday and 
Thursday from 3 to 4 p.m. in 
building 22, room 315. Becukse of 
an error iii the Fall schedule, the 
course is not listed under the 
— heading Cooperative Education 
biit is listed as the last class of­
fered under Construction Manage­
ment.
•ri =
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Welcome Back Poly Students, i 
, We re Happy to Serve You! |
i
T o r  s c u lp tu re ^  n a ils  c a ll 5 4 5 - Í 5 6 0  , |
I 774 Palm St. 544 1213 !
(Across from the l^ission) SLO f
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$12 H A IR C U T 
SP E C IA L
Susan Michelle Terri Eileen 
Men’s & Women’s Haircutting
544-1174 385 Higuera Street
Good With This Coupon _______
Hey Poly 
Guys & Gals!
Head on out to Farm Supply home o f 
Farmers Western Wear, fo r a ll your 
western wear from  boots to hats!
FARM SUPPLY CO.
675 Tank Farm Road 
SAN LUIS OBISPO
543-3751
"A  little out of the way, but worth 
the drive!"
$ 2 . 0 0
OFF
ANY
PURCHASE
WHEN^ 
YOU USE 
THIS 
COUPON
Expires 10-15-84
Dn/v'f»T , -
3 0 -MINUTE FREE DELIVERY
l U N . T M R U  T H U R S .1 1  A M - 1 A M  Fm.eiAT.ilAM-9 AM
Phone 5 4 1 -4 0 9 0
CUSTOM ORDER TO YOUR TASTE
Italian Sausage • Onions • Ground Beef 
Green Peppers • Pepperoni • Black Olives 
Fresh Mushrooms • Ham • Pineapple 
• N o w  L in g u ic a  •  A r t ic h o k e  H e a rts
CHEESE 
ANY 1 ITEM 
ANY 2 ITEMS 
ANY 3 ITEMS 
ANY 4 ITEMS 
EXTRA THICK
—  EXTRA SAUCE FREE —
P r c «  d o  not irK lud« solas lax
12" 16"
4.76 7.08
5.61 8.40
6.51 9.72
7.22 10.90
7.97 12.26
.66 .89
ARMADILLO  
DeLUXE
A  combination of onions, 
mushrooms, horn, Itolion sousoge, 
& extra cheese
7.97 12.26
ARMADILLO  
VEGETARIAN
MeoHess combination of green 
peppers, onions, mushrooms 
block olives f^heese
7.26 ■ ^0 .90
rxsr ran ofi/vftT
ARMADILLO
SPECIAL
Combination of pepperoni, 
mushrooms, green peppers, 
sausage, onions, & extra cheese
t.96 13.16
ARMADILLO* 
FEAST
THE ULTIMATE 
CO M BIN ATIO N !
— EVERTHING—
9.67 13.6S
BUY A 16" PIZZA. GET A 
PIZZA OF UP TO EQUAL 
VALUE 1/2 OFF.
PLEASE ASK OVER 
PHONE..
OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 30TH
5 4 1 - 4 0 9 0  ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
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Special tp the Daily studc
Concerts, speakers, filmar art exhibits, 
weekend outings, craifts...you want them? 
Cal Poly’s Program Board has got them.
If students want not only tp see a concert, 
but want to meet the performers, they can 
join a Program Board committee.
If students want not only to hear an im­
portant speaker, but want to decide who 
should come and speak, they should join a 
Program Board committee. . -
If students want not only to view the art 
exhibits displayed in the University Union 
Art Galerie, but want to choose ,which ex-
I
hibits should be 
they should join « 
tee. ‘ 1-.^ -
if  students war 
water-rapids or gc 
ras with a group 
want to plan the 
them, they shoul 
committee.
The Associated 
Program Board is 
mittees includin 
Foriun, Fine Arti
BAKER
From p«o*t^ . —
—  rtr*
national FqckI and Agricukiire is 
onenudi program that he feeb the 
university can both help andP 
receive ben^Bt from, in the form of 
national recognition.
Looking to the future of Cal Po­
ly, Baker said he would like to see 
a period of time with a degree of ' 
stability to see how the changes he 
has made work out.
“Now we can concentrate on 
making these things work and 
focusing on how they are going to 
contribute to the quality of educa­
tion," he said.
'The changes he talked about in­
clude the campus reorganization- 
plan that resulted in the formation 
of a new school and the shifting of * 
several departments. Changes in 
the general education re­
quirements and the hiring of 
several key administrative posi­
tions are also big changes made by 
the president.
What is in store for Cal Poly in 
the next decade?
The future may allow Cal Poly 
to increase enrollment sightly, 
said Baker. New "programs in
Muafi: and Computer Engin 
and 'd nav emphasis ii 
Master’s of fiusiness Admii 
tioa in Agriculture Manag 
are all possibilities, he said.
“Th«^ is interest in deve 
‘ better graduate pregrams c 
creasing t ^  size hf some 
" graduate programs that wi 
particular strength in,” he si 
President Baker lives Or 
pus with his wife Carly ai 
two sons Christopher and 
He has two daughters, b  
whom are college students, 
a junior at UC Davis and th< 
is a senior at Notre Dame.
He enjoys skiing, joggini 
quetball and basketball i 
spare time. He also tries to 
volved with his two sons wh 
attend Mission School.
^ H i s  wife is active in the 
munity as Chair of the J i  
Justice Cbnunission and 
member of the Board of Dir 
of the Women’s Shelter. 1 
also responsible for most 
''hosting and entertaining t 
done with various groups c 
off campus.
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Week of Welcome
Week of wildness makes new students welcome
■\«week of chaos and craziness 
started yesterday when new Cal 
I’oly students participated in the 
first day of the Week of Welcome 
proiiram.
The VVOW proftram. which is 
designed to let students kmiw  ^
what to expect from the universi-/ 
t V and to familiarize them with t he 
c i t v ,  is a fun and exciting ex­
perience.
\fter the first dav participants 
in (he program are railed 
'AOVVIFIS, said Mike Ovenden, 
chairman of the WOW Itoard 
\\OV\ lKS get the opportunity 
!<> meet the president of the 
iniversitv Dr Warren Baker,
■ luring a garden party thrown at 
hi>- house Most students who 
•ia\e not participated in the V\'()V\ 
f'rogram (font gel the chance to 
meet him until graduation
WOWIF^S also are given tours 
on campus showing them where 
many facilities are located, such as 
the health center, the placement 
I enter, the counseling center and 
many others. Some students who 
have never gone through WOW 
still don t know these facilities 
even exist.
W ( IWIKS also get the chance to 
mt'ci with their school dean and 
their department head on 
academic day Many times they 
will also get to meet the faculty 
!i om their department.
V\ ( )W IKS are introduced to the 
downtown area in a unique way. 
!’o get familiar with the city a ral- 
IS set up and groups of 
'.VOV\ IKS are given clues which 
lead them to different parts of the 
itv It's  "‘xciting for the 
VtiWIKS as thee race from
business to business; they learn 
where everything is located and 
some catch their first glimpse of 
bubble gum alley 
The rally is based at Mission 
Plaza which has a lovely fountain 
that some WffWHOS find—too 
tempting to resist The par­
ticipants don I get arrested for 
taking a dip m the fountain 
because, the police understand 
what a w'.ld hunch these 
WOWlKS are and that this will 
only last a weea |
The big night tor the WOWIKS 
is I niversitv I nion night. Around 
20^ ) clubs set ifp tallies in the 
Umversitv Dnion and hand out in* 
formation about the clubs to the 
WOWIKS. .Mso. m tfie ('humash 
1'heater, a casino" is set up and 
WOWIKS can win liig WOW 
bucks. TheV can inn raffle tickets
with their WOV\ bucks and maybe 
winsomepriz.es
Thursday at midnight Wt)W 
week will be officially over but the 
memories wi|l stay w^ ith
WOWIKS for a long 
could forget meeting 
new friends and fear 
university life in an exc
time Who 
at least ,;(! 
ning about 
iting wa\ '
Electricity, gas, phone don't come by themselves
by Kevin H. Fox
Stall Writer
Planning ahead can save \ou t he 
trouble of eating cold beans 
drinking warm milk and taking 
cold showers’^ when you move into 
your new house or apart ment 
Klectricity and gas start ups 
can take up to two days at the 
start of t he school year because of 
the large number of students who 
move in at the same time
Pacific (ias and Klectric will 
lake electricity start-up orders 
over the phone and the delay time 
will be one to two da vs No deposit 
IS required if you are a repeat 
I’tlAK customer with 12 months 
service within the past two years 
If someone who has been a 
PdetK customer in genni standing 
will go to their offices at tlO 
Higuera .St and sign a voucher on 
c cnir behalf, no deposit will Ih' 
needed If vou cannot meet an\ of 
these requirements ,i deposit 
ec)ual to two limes the average 
fleetricitv bill at the house or 
.ipartment will be collected. The 
deposit will b*' held for 12 months 
•ind then credited to vour account 
If vou do not stay for that length 
of time PGAK will refund vour 
money The average deposit col 
l»•cted is $fi() The phone numfier to 
call for electricity i,s .'i44-.'f3IO 
To avoid cold showers. Southern 
California (ias Company requests 
at least two days notice for start 
up of gas service
F'hev too take phone orders and 
a deposit is required The 
minimum deposit is $.'10 but the 
amount depends on average 
usage
If vou want to call home for 
money it is advised that vou get a
ump on your telephone service. 
Pacific Hell takes phone orders at 
■lh-7()7() IVo to three days is re­
quested for connection.
\ credit check is conducted by 
Pacific Bell and can result in no 
deposit They also follow a similar 
policy to P(i&K giving repeat 
customers, in good standing, a 
lireak from the deposit.
The connection charge is 
\ ariable depending on how much 
work IS needed to hook up your 
phone
Pacific Hell does not rent or sell 
telephones They can be leased 
through A TiKi'r I’hone Centers, or 
anv of the several phone stores 
ocated throughout San l.uis 
( »bispO
I ,ong distance service is handled 
hv ATAT fiut there are several 
other alternatives available 
Sprint. MCI and a couple of local 
firms offer discounted rates ,Iust 
( all and get pul on their list. There 
tends to be a short waiting lime 
‘or available lines
Ml the (lasic services are 
already in the dorms except cable, 
which IS not available to in­
dividual KMims Dorms are also 
able to take advantage of the dis­
counted long distance services
Sonic Cable Television of San 
l.uis Obispo will Im‘ scheduling out 
nstallation of cable services for 
several weeks at the beginning of 
the quarter liecause of the large 
numlier of requests Phone orders 
are accepted at 544-26IM A 
deposit of $10 is required and the 
basic monthly charge is $9 29 for 
one outlet Home Box Office 
(HHOI IS available for an addi­
tional $ 10 95 per month
\n arlivation i hargv of $ i 7 will 
be requested and this service is 
not available to the dorm 
residents.
The C^ ity ol San l.uis Obispo 
handles water and trash pickup. 
The phone number tor service 
orders is .549-7132 Applications 
are also available at city hall 
located at 990 Palm 
A deposit o’f $ 15 is required for 
an average apartment for water 
service. If trash pickup is included 
the deposit will be $26. Trash
pu Kup IS $1 1 20 per two monltis.
''mail refrigerators are available 
through Foundation Footl Ser­
vices tor dorm students They are 
.1 9 cubic feet and cost $57 lor the 
y ear with a $ 10 deposit
The Foundation will be out in 
front of the dorms the first wt*ek 
of classes. The refrigerators will 
he available while they last at the 
Foundation warehouse 
Students desiring help in check­
ing into apartments or houses, the 
citv of .San l.uis Obispo s Human
Relations t ommission nas a serv 
ice t hat might make t hmgs easier 
\nne Karhsav charges lor
which she'-will go through the 
apartment with you and make 
totes alaiut the condition ol the 
place \  copy is given to the le 
nant. the land lord and the Human 
Relations ('ommission 
For more help with housing con 
tact the Housing Office at 546 
2938
Special checking available with local banks
by Kevin H. Fox
SUM  W rIUr
Charges tor checking accountsdn San l.uis Obispo 
vary depemding oi» numlier of checks written and 
minimum fi«lance maintained.  ^ ^
A survey for t he MusUmn Daily  shows t hfat^veral 
banks in town offer special checking account services 
that are affordable for students.
Crocker Bank. IcKated at 751 Marsh St . is the only 
bank to offer Student Ch«>cking accounts. They
Serurit y Pacific Bank. 1 1 44 Morro St 
S[>**c-ial ( decking
sH per month «
Discount Banking iSlOb minimum balance, id 
hecks only and onlv I wo in-brani h deposits allow 
edi
no charge unless vou go over the limits then 
*^ 7 51) per month 
Regular Checking
Balance over $600t no charge 
Balance under $6(M). $7..50 p«‘r month 
Wells Fargo Bank, UM)i Foothill Blvd .iiid 665 
Marsh St
charge 35 cents per check and there is no charge for 
automatic teller tran.sactions Based on a figure of 12 
checks and four automatic teller transaction.s per 
month this would cost a student $4.20 a month.
For ea.se of comparison the same figure will be used 
for all banks.
Bank Of America. 1105 Higuera St and 972 
Foothill Blvd 
Regular Checking
Balance over $ 1000, no charge 
Balance between $500 and $1(XK). $6.60 per 
month
-Balance lielow $500, $7.60 per month.
Per Item Account 
$7.50 per month 
Flat F'ee Account
$5 per month unlimited check writing 
First Qank Of .San l.uis Obispo, 995 Higuera St. 
Regular Account
•Balance above $300, no charge 
Balance below $300, $3 80 per month 
Safekeeping Account (items are not returned to 
the customer) ,
•Balance over$300, no charge '
Balance below $300,51 per month 
Special Checking 
$2.40 per month
Regular Checking Unlimited check writing
Daily lialance above $.500, and .Averagf 
balance for month is $ KKX). no charge 
$4 per month if you do not meet the alnive re 
quirements
Gold Account. 5 ‘ «% paid, unlirhited check 
writing, free Stage ('oach checks, free $20 safe 
deposit Ik i x . free bank services and insurance 
$7.50 per month
F'irst Interstate Bank. 253 Madonna Road 
United Account Unlimited check writing
■$5 per month unless minimum balance is $900 
and average balance is $1200 then no charge 
Regular Checking
$7.50 unless minimum balance is $600 and 
average balance is $1000 then no charge. 
Midstate Bank, 75 Santa Rosa St. and 2276 Broad 
St
Regular Checking
-Balance above $.500, no charge 
-Balance below $500. $5.40 per month
Several.of the banks also offered interest checking 
but a large minimum balance is required.
Savings and Ixians also offer checking account 
and offer higher interest rates on larger minimum 
balances.
Mustang Daily Week of Welcome Pagas
Fine—and not so fineT-cuisine for every taste in town
San T .iitrt*W|<a|ui laianranta offer a varie­
ty of food -4»- please even the most 
discriminating palate. If a hearty breakfast 
is what you have in mind, San Luis Obispo 
offersl
T H E  A P P L P  FA R M
RESTAURANT-201b Monterey St.. 544-
6100. The Apple Farm prides itself on serv­
ing homemade specialties featuring hot ap­
ple dumplings, fresh corn bread with honey 
butter, and a variety of freshly baked pies. 
Customers are serv^ breakfast, lunch, and 
dinner in an old-fashioned country at­
mosphere. Breakfast prices range from 
$2.96 to $5.96. r
ARK TWO—1896 Mopterey St., 544- 
4254. Enjoy breakfast in a modern coffee 
shop that serves a variety of omelettes and 
sandwiches. Breakfast prices range from 
$ 1.30 to $5.10; lunch from $ 1.50 to $3.00.
BUDGET C A F E -1216 Archer St., 544- 
9916. For those on a limited budget, this 
^friendly cafe serves breakfasts ranging from 
85c to $5.50; lunch from $1.50 to $3.25.
DEL MONTE C A F E -1901 Santa Bar­
bara St., 541-1901. Enjoy breakfast ordunch 
in a 1930s style caf^ or outside on their 
patio. Breakfasts from $2.95-$7.95.
F A R L E Y ’S F A M IL Y
RESTAURAN T-1135 MorroSt., 543-9268. 
Only have a few minutes to eat? Farley’s 
serves a variety of omelettes, eggs, and 
sausage in two minutes or less. Breakfast 
from $1.90-$4.65. Open 7 days a week.
LE C R 01SSA N T-1J7 Chorro St., 541- 
8086. Try one of their buttery croissants fill­
ed with fruit or meat. Prices frbm 99c-$2.96.
For lunch:
THE ASSEM BLY L IN E -970  Higuera 
St., 544^193. Featuring a 70-item salad bar. 
Lunch specialties include beef ribs, 
homemade soup, chili, and sandwiches.
BEN FRA N K LIN ’S SANDWICH 
CO.—313 Higuera St., 544-4948. Choos 
from 30 different sandwiches made 
freshly baked french bread. Menu includes 
homemade potatoe salad, macaroni salad, 
and chili.
BURGER FACTORY-374 ^ n ta  Rosa 
St., 543-2363. Serving burgers,'sandwiches, 
brownies, and pastries. All burgers half 
price between 4:00 p m. and 8:30 p.m. daily 
I*rices from 75c-$2.65.
CHOCOLATE SO U P-980 Morro St.. 
54,3-7229. Home of the Famous Chocolate 
Soup des.sert. Menu includes crepes, deli 
sandwiches and a 35-item salad bar. Lunch 
under $4.95.
FRAN KS FAMOUS HOT D O G S-12 
Broad St., 541-3488. Enjoy a hot dog just
you want It. Toppings include' 
sauerkraut, chili, cheese, tomatoes, 
mustard, relish and sweet red onions. Open 
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. Prices from $1.30 to 
.  $2.00. ^
LOUISA’S ' PLA CE-964 Higuera St., 
541-0^27. Enjoy omelettes, pita sandwiches.
and a low-calorid'menu in a friendly at 
mosphere. Prices from $1.25-$5.99.
M IC H A E L ’ S D E L IC A T E S S E N  
RESTAURANT AND CATERIN G-785 
Higuera St., 544-4040. A real New York- 
style delicatessen specializing in lox and 
bagels, chopped liver, blintzes, knishee, cor­
ned beef, pastrami, and kippers. Serving 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner daily.
MOTEL IN N -2223 Monterey St*. 543- 
4000. Serving a $5 lunch buffet, Monday- 
I Friday, 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Try their 
steaks, chops and ribs cooked over real oak 
charcoal. Enjoy your meal in a friendly 
Western atmosphere.
OSOS ST. S U B S-1060  Osos St.. 541- 
0955. Featuring Submarine sandwiche^, a, 
salad bar. and chili. Free delivery from 6 
p.m. to 10 p.m. ' ~ .i
R ,IB-IT-773B FoothiU Blvd., 544-3400. 
Trjji their barbecue' chicken and ribs or a hot 
deU-aandwich. Open daily for lunch and din­
ner:
SHADY GROVE-1011 Higuera St.. 541- 
0908„ Specializing in home style foods with 
no fillers or additives. Enjoy their daily 
specials or their vegetarian platter. Eat in­
doors or on their' patio over-looking the 
crock.
SP IK E ’S PLA C E-570 Higuera St. (in 
the Creamery), 644-’Il57. Try their deep 
fried potato skins witlT a variety of tasty and 
unusual fillings. Fresh quiche, nachos, and 
deep-fried vegetables also served. Dine in­
side or on their outdoor patio.
THE SPIN D L E -778 Higuera St. (in the 
^Network), ^43-5665. Serving a variety of 
lindwiches and salads. Dine inside or on 
their patio by the creék. Live music on 
Saturday and Sunday (weather permitting).
Other places to enjoy a quick meal:
CARLS JR .-2 9 0  Madonna Rd.. 643-0694. 
ED ’S FAST F O O D -1491 Monterey St.. 
543-6525.
MC DONALD'S H A M BURGERS-790
Foothill Blvd., 643-9826
TACO B E L L -281 Santa Ro.sa St.. 544-
1700. _
BURGER KIN G -981 Foothill Blvd., ,549-
4391.
For duiner.
B I N G ’ S C H I N E S E
RESTAURANT-2010 Parker St.. 543-
7099. Enjoy a variety of appetizers, a la 
carte items, and combination plates. Prices 
from S4.25-$8.00.
CAFE R O M A -1819 Osos St.. 54*1-6800. 
Specializing in Northern Italian cuisine. 
Featuring hometpade pastas and desserts. 
Dinners served Tuesday-Saiurday,, Priced
Trom $6-$13.
CIGAR FACTORY-726 Higuera St.. 
543:6900. Dine in a real antique cigar fac­
tory. Specials include teriyaki serloin and 
letfion chicken, ^arly Bird specials nightly 
from 5:30 p.m. ]to 6:30 p.m. Dinner prices 
from $4.95 (?> $+6.95.
1866—1865 Monterey St., 544-1865. 
Decorated with natural wood paneling and 
hanging plants. Prime Rib is their specialty. 
‘Dirmer atarts at $6.95. Entertainment 
nightly
HAPPY STE A K -255 Madonna Rd.. 544 
8266. Specialties include steak and lobster.
, Dinner from $2.95-$ 10.95. Open daily from 
11 a.m. to9p.m.
. HOWARD JO H N ^ N ’S -1 5 7 5  Calle Joa- 
'qiiinr'544-6555. Enjoy their fried clams, 
salad bar, and daily sf>ecials.
MADONNA IN N -100 Madonna Rd.. 
543-3000. Dinner served from 7 p.m. to 10 
p<m. Menu features abalone and French filet 
steak. Dinner prices from $12.95 and up. 
Dante music nightly.
F. MC LINTOCK’S SALOON -686 
Higuera 541-Q686. Dine in a Western 
style saloon. Specialties include old- 
fashioned beef stew. Western chili, sea food 
salads, and daily specials. Price range from 
$2.95-$11.00.
NACCASHA R E STA U R A N T -1273
 ^ Laurel Lane, 544-9619. Middle Eastern 
cuisine featuring lamb shiahkabob on 
weekends.
SEBA STIA N ’S —Mission Plaza, 544- 
5666, Dinejoverlooking the San Luis Obispo 
Mission. Specialties include steaks, aeafot^, 
and prime rib. All dinners served with com­
plementary' hors d’oeuvres. Champagne 
Brunch every Sunday. Reservations recom­
mended. Dinners from $7-$19.
THIS OLD HOUSE-FoothiU Blvd. near 
I..OS Osos Valley Rd., 543-2690. Dine in an 
authentic old farm house. Enjoy steaks, 
ribs, and sea food cooked over an Oakwood 
barbecue. Dinner prices from $9-$ 19.95.
TSU RU G I —590 Higuera (in the 
Creamery), 543-8942. Try their fresh sushi, 
tempura, and teriyaki. Dinner served Tues­
day through Saturday. Prices from $7.25- 
$7.95.
W.M RANDOLPH’S - 1850 Monterey 
St., 543-3333. Specialties include large
omelettes and stuffed entrees.
WIN^ ST. IN N -774 Higuera St. (in the 
cellar of the Networkh 543-4488. Specializ­
ing in fondue dishes, seafood, and chicken. 
Dinner from $5.96 $ 11.50.
For dinner with a Mexican flair try:
LOS HERM ANOS-975 Osos St.. 544-5198. 
MAYA MEXICAN FOOD-Ì761 Monterey 
St., 544-6660.
PEPE DELG'ADO'Sjl601 Monterey St.. 
544-6660. ,
TORTILLA*FLATS RESTAURANT AND 
CANTINA—(in the Creamery) Higuera and 
Nipomo Sts., 544-7575. ^
For those with a taste for pizza:
AR.MADILLO PIZZA-2121 Santa Bar­
bara St.. 541-4090.*
SHAKEY’S PIZZA PARLOR-1055 OUve 
St., 544-6446.
STRAW HAT PIZZA-261 Madonna Rd.. 
544-4811 *
WOODSTOCK’S PIZZA-1015 Court St.. 
541-4420 * •
CREST P IZ Z A -179 Santa Rosa St.. 544- 
7330.*
•free delivery
For desserts ol* snacks try:
BASKIN RO BBIN S-858 Foothill Blvd.,
543- 9697.
THE CALIFORNIA GOLDRUSH-778 
Higuera St. (in the Network). Specializing in 
freah-baked soft pretzels, Bumardo’z Ice 
Creamt and frozen yogurt.
THE CONE RANGE1^235-A Madonna 
Rd.. 544-9041. Serves sundaes, giant 
chokies, and candy.  ^— -—
COUNTRY CULTURE YOGURT AND 
HEALTH BAR—Mission MaU by the creek.
544- 9007. Featuring soft frozen yogurt with 
a variety of toppings.
COWBOY COOKIE ’N GRUB CO.-1035 
Chorro St., 543-5191- Giant homemade 
cookies, fresh quiche, and filled croissants.
GELARE ICE CREAM ltA LlA N O -(in 
the Creamery) 570 Higuera St. For a taste of 
Italian icecream.
HAAGEN-DAZS ICE C R EA M -949 
Higuera, 544-3060.
THE SU G A RLESS SH A C K -486C  
Marsh St.. 541-4711. Sugar-free and low- 
calorie icecream and pastries.
SUNSHINE DONUTS-10.57 Monterev 
St.. 544-8580 ,
THE YOGURT SH O PPE-717 Higuera 
St., 544-2012. Serving soft-serve frqptn 
yogurt.
S an Luis
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GOINGS ON ALL OVER TOWNi•  •
by Juli« Rach
Sttif Writer
MOVIES
A wide variety of films and prices can be found in atMl 
around San Luis Obispe^ Anything from first-run mpyies 
to time-honored classics can be playing at any one time in 
the area.
Many theaters also have special bargain nigl;its during 
the week. Although they may not coincide with your stu­
dying schedule, these nights are handy to know never- 
^theless.
For easier reference, the theater listing that follows 
Starts in the south county and works up through San 
Luis Obispo into the north county. So, let's begin...
FAIR OAKS THEATRE 1007 Grand Ave., Arroyo 
Grandé 489-2364. This theater feature»4Bcent releases at 
a reduced price. Seats are $1.50. If you're willing to wait 
awhile ^  see a film, there's a good chance it will play here 
and you can enjoy it for a smaller admission price.
“  FESTIVAL'CINEM AS Highway 1Ó1 between Oak 
Park and Brisco. Arroyo Grande 481-7553. The county 's 
newest theater offers six first-run movies at any one time. 
Seats are $5 in the evenings, but bargain matinee prices 
are in effect for the afternoon shows. Seats at that time 
are only $2.50. '
CENTRAL COAST 250 Pomeroy. Pismo Beach 773-_ 
5819. This theater also offers récent releases if you 're will­
ing to wait. It also gets an occasional off-beat film jSeats 
here are $2.00.
SUNSET DRIVE-IN 255 Elks Lane. San Luis Obispo 
544-8418. The drive-in usually offers double features of 
fairly recent films. Admission is $3 for adults. Tuesdays 
and Thursdays are bargain nights, at «5 a carload.
MADONNA PLAZA THEATER Highway 101 and 
Madonna Road, San Luis Obispo 544-3488. This theater 
offers three diffesent shows of recent releases. Admission 
is $4.00. , " ■ ”
LOG CABIN THEATER Broad Street at El Capitan 
Way, San Luis Obispo 541-3053. "All seats, all times, $2" i 
is this theater's sales pitch. Here you will Rnd recent 
releases mixéd with classics.
RAINBOW THEATER 967 Osos St.. San Luis Obispo 
“  544-1116. Probably the most diverse theater in the coun-
_ '  ty, you can find almost anything running here. Admis­
sion is $3.50, with a Monday bargain night for $2,
 ^ FREMONT THEATER 1035 Monterey St., San ^uis, 
Obispo 543-J121. TJus theat^ can be fun to go to'just for 
the interior. It dates back to the l940s ana still has the 
movie palace look about it. Current releases run here. Ad­
mission is $3 except for Tuesday bai'fS^ nights, when 
seats are pnly $1.
Another feature of the Fremont is the weekend mid­
night movie. These run Friday and Saturday nights at (of 
course) midnight and admission is $3.50. Typical Rhns 
found here include “Animal House," "American 
Werewolf in London" and “Kentucky Fried Movie."
BAY THETATER 464 Morro Bay Blvd., Morro Bay_ 
772-2444. This theater also runs recent releases at a 
bargain price. Seats here are $2. *
PLAZA TWIN CINEMA 6905 El Camino Real, 
Atasekdero 466-461 L-As the name'implies, there are two 
theaters here which run (once again) recent releases at 
reduced rates. Seats are $3.
^  OAKS DRIVE-IN Theater Drive off Highway 101, 
Paso Robles 239-0426. Double feature offerings of recent 
releases. Admission is $3 with bargain night Thursday, 
when admission is $4 a carload.
FOX THEATER 1436 Spring Street, Paso Robles 238- 
1121. This theater offers current releases. Admission is 
$4.50 with a Tuesday bargain night when seats are $1.
THEATER
Six different civic and professional theater companies 
perform in the San Luis Obispo area. They are: Ron 
Moneho's Dinner Theater, the Central Coast Children’s 
Theater and the San Luis Obiapo Little Theater Inc. (all 
jn  San Luis Obispo), the Pewter Plough Playhouse in 
. Cambria, the Pismo Light Opera Theater in Pismo Beach,
,L >^ and the Great American Melodrama and Vaudeville in 
« Oceano. The Pacific Conservatory for the Performing 
 ^ Arts performs in Santa Maria and Solvang, both short 
drives away.
The live theater offering^ are wide-ranging, from 
vaudeville comedy to light musicals to serious dramatic 
works.
Of these theaters, the Melodrama offers the most con­
sistent entertainment. They operate year-round, presen­
ting old time melodrama, followed by a,vaudeville revue 
which ^ovldes s  great evening's esiertaihmenir Of 
special note are the Halloween «shows (like "Jack  thie Rip-' 
per" or "Dracula") and the annual Christmas show.
Prices for the performances range from $5 to $20. Din- 
 ^ ner is sometimes included in the higher ticket prices.
CONCERTS
•
Both Cal Poly and Cue^a offer a variety of artists in 
concert throughout the school year. In addition, the 
Cowboy in Pismo Beach offers concerts by country ar­
tists. Linnea 's Coffee House on Garden Street in San Luis^  
Obispo has performances by folk musicians. The World 
Famous Dark Room on Monterey Street often has blues 
or blnegrass concerts. Local rock bands appear at 
nightclubs around San Luis Obispo.
Tickets for concerts out of town can be obtained at 
Cheap Thrills, 879 Higuera, San Luis Obispo, or 
Ticketron, 570 Higuera. San Luis Obispo.
DANCING . ~
Four dance floors exist in San Luis Obispo—at Tortilla 
Flats in the Creamery, at the Graduate on Industrial 
Way, at Shenandoah on Los Osos Valley Road and at the 
Cigar Factory on Higuera St.
The Graduate charges $1 admission, Tlietr schedule is' 
as follows: Monday is Country-Western night, Tuesday is 
Minor Madness when the under-21 crowd can get in, 
Wednesday is New Wave night, Thursday through Satur­
day are rock nights, with recorded music, and there is no 
music on Sunday night. Dancing begins at 10 nightly.
Tortilla Flats also charges $1 to get in, and their 
schedule is: Sunday offers dancing from 9 to 1, Monday is 
College Night, when college students (with ID) who are
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over 18 can get in. The charge is $2 because no alcohol is 
served that night. Tuesday and Wednesday are Rhythm 
and Blues nights, with dancing from 9 to 1, Thursday is^ 
live band night. Friday and Saturday are Top 40 rock and 
roll, with recorded music. Dancing on these nights is also 
from 9 to 1. '
Shenaht^ah offers uve dance music nightly. There^s a 
door charge of $1 on Wednesday and Thursday and S2 
Friday and Saturday. No one under 21 is adm itt^ here.
The San Luis-Obispo Vet’s Hall often has weekend 
dances during the school year. These are publicized 
through radio announcements and handbills approx­
imately a week before the event.
• . HISTORY /
If you want to know more about the history of the San 
Luis Obispo area, see the County Historical Museum on 
the corner oflBroad and Monterey (behind the mission). 
Admission is free and the museum is open 10 to 4 
Wednesday through Sunday.
The city also offers tours of historic homes in San Luis 
Obispo. Brochures about the tours are available at the 
Chamber of Commerce. —
Also in San Luis Obispo is the mission. Founded in 
1772, the mission has bmn restored and is open daily 
from 9 to 4. Admission is by donation. ~ ^
MISCELLANEOUS
Tiger’s Folly I I—This 65 foot paddlewheeler takes dai­
ly scenic cruises around Morro Bay. It leaves the dock by 
the Harbor Hut restaurant daily at 2 for an hour-long 
cruise. Admission is $5.00 for adults and $2.50 for 
- children under 12. For more information, call 772-2257.
On weekends, the Tiger’s Folly II becomes a floating 
restaurant. On Saturdays, a champagne lunch is served 
for $11.95. Champagne brunch is served on Sundays for 
$10.95. 'The boat departs on Saturday at. noon and Sun­
day at 10a.m. and noon j  —
Reservations are needed for the meals. These can be 
made by*calling 772-2255 (the Harbor Hut), i—
_ Granny’s General Store—Located on Garden Street in 
the old Hanna Hardware building, this store is a recrea­
tion of a general store of the 1800s.
OUTDOORS ~
.. tHot tubs—Sycamore Mineral Springs on Avila Beach
Road has 26 tubs, most of which are suited for two to six 
people. Cost is $’7.50 per person per hour. Call 595*-7302 
' for reservations. vS
Water Slides—Mustang Water SUdes ikear Lopez Lake 
has two water slides and several hot tubs for relaxing in 
once you’ve taken on the slides. Forty-five minutes of 
wTRer-sliding w n r c o s r $ 3 . ’7 5 .  /
Lakes—Three are located near Cal Poly—Laguna Lake 
in San Luis Obispo, Lopez Lake near Arroyo Grande, and 
S<mta Margarita Lake in Santa Margarita. Laguna Lake 
is a good get-away 8ix)t for a picnic lunch or an afternoon 
of feeding the ducks. Lopez and Santa Margarita lakes of- 
ier nyore recreational sports like fishing and boating. 
Lake Nacimiento in the- north county is a good spot to 
water ski as well. '
RECREATION
Golf courses—Public courses around the county are: 
Laguna«Lake in San Luis Obispo. Black Lake in Nipomo, 
Morro Bay golf course. Chalk Mountain in Atascadero, 
Paso Robles, golf and country club, San Luis Bay in Avila 
Beach and Sea Pines in Los Osos. ‘
'  Video arcades—'These can be found throughout the city 
and county of San Luis Obispo, starting right here on the 
Cal Poly campus and are too numerous to list here.
Bowling alleys—The Laurel Bowl in San Luis Obispo 
charges $ 1.45 to bowl a game and 804 for shoes. 'There are 
also bowling alle;ye in Pismo Beach, Paso Robles, and 
Atascadero, as well as the bowling alley downstairs in the 
University Union. A game there costs 75* and shoes are 
35«. I ■
Skating rinks—Flippo's Skateside Surf Harbor 220 
Atascadero, Morro Ray, offers skating Tuesday through 
Sunday eveningssfrom 7:30 to 10. Admission iS $2.50, in­
cluding skate rental
The Pismo Beach Skating Rink, 175 Pomeroy, Pismo 
Beach, offers skating Friday. Satur,day, and Sunday 
evenings from 7:30 to 10; Admission, including skate ren-, 
tal. is$2.75. >. *
Health spas and gymnasiums—.Facilities* that, offer 
workouts ranging from slight tone-ups to competitive 
bodybuilding can be found in San Luis Obispo.
Calendar Girl Ladies Spa and Fitness Center, 964 
Foothill, 543-3465. Hours: Monday through FViday 6:45 
to 8:30, Saturday 8:00 to noon. 'This spa offers ten aerobic 
classes daily, three of which are half-hour beginning level. 
Nautilus, hydrofitness and universal machines are 
available, as well as over 1,000 pounds of free weights. 
'This spa also has a Jacuzzi and sauna, private showers.
changing-rooms and lockers and a (nessei^ .}«*. Nulraguiiit 
diet counseling and weight pr«)grams availabli'
Membership specials run fairly frequently. ■-* '*
Health Fitness Center Inc. of San Luis Obispo, K7‘> 
Higuera, 541-1055. Hours: 6:30 to 9 Monday through Fri" 
day, 10 to 6 Saturday, 12 to"^ 4 Sunday. This gym offers ^  
Olympic weights, universal machines, exerci.se~hikes. 
heavy and speed bags, coed aerobics‘seven days a week, 
and a tanning lounge, along with Jacuzzi, sauna, showers 
and lockers. Free program set-up and diet counseling are 
also available. Membership rates are as follows: three > 
months for $60 (or three monthly payments of $25). six 
months for $99 (or six nionthly payment8 of $20) and one 
year for $180 (or ten monthly payments of $20)!'One day 
free trial of the facilities is available and membership can 
be "frozen” while you're on vacation.
Kennedy Nautilus Center, 570 Higuera. 543-0997 
Hours: Monday through Friday 6:30 to 9, Saturday 8 to 
6, Sunday 12 to 5. Nautilus machines are the focus of this 
fitness center, along with aerobic classes, life cycles (sta­
tionary bkycles with computer screen that shows hills 
and valleys while pedal tension increasesor decreases). 
Also available are sauna, Jacuzzi, massage therapy, and 
hydrostatic wing, a procedure that measures body fat by- 
immersing a person under water. Membership rates: $25 
one-time initiation fee is required. This covers two in-- 
troductory appointments that introduce you to the 
machines. Membership is $32 a month, or $75 for three 
months. $138 for six months, or $240 for a year. Group 
membership for ten or more people will save approximate­
ly 30% of those rates.
Maloney's Gym, 3546 South Higuera, 541-5180. Hours: 
Monday through Thursday 6 to 10, Friday 6 to 9, Satur­
day 8 to 7, Sunday 1 to ’7. This gym offers all levels of 
aerobic classes and weight equipment. This is also where 
the competitive' bodybuilders work out in San Luis 
, Obispo. Personalized instruction is available. Showers 
 ^and locker rooms are also available. The gym is open on 
f many holidays and holds parties throughout the year for 
old and new* members. Membership specials run often, 
with September's special being a nine month membership 
fo r$ 1 4 0 ._ i_
YMCA, 1020 Southwood. 54.3-8235, Hours»» Monday 
through Friday 6 to 10. The YMCA offers racquetbail 
courts, aefobics classes, exercise classes, a 13 station 
Nautilus machine, some univexaaLand free weights, swim 
ming at Cal Poly's indoor pool, and a variety of classes 
like Judo and gymnastics for children. Single member­
ships. are $.30 a month plus a one-time $.50 fee Couple 
rhemberships are $42 a month plus a one-time $.‘I7 tee.
OFF CAMPUS 
STUDENTS
I Buy the 
4-LUNCH PLAN!
46 Meals for $135
Make purchases at the 
Univ. Union Cashier 
14 and 19 meal plans also available
P Ö P P T ß  J4Ck*8
POPCORN
549-8616OPEN Mon-Sat: 10am-9pm
474 Marsh St. 
San Luis Obispo
COUPON
B U Y  4
G E T  I  
F R E E
B u y  a n y  
size yogurt 
and get one 
of equal size 
free. ,
Expires 10/17/84
F IT  oil FAT
. . t h e  c h o i c e  is  y o u r s !
9 months
[New Members Only]
•8 0 0 0  sq. ft fa c ility  
•C o -e d  a e ro b ic s  7 d a y s  w e e k  
•N a u tilu s , W o rld  C lass  
a n d  U n iversal e q u ip m e n t  
•C o m p u te r iz e d  L ife cyc les  
(M in im a l fe e )
•P e rs o n a liz e d  a ffe n fio n
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Morro Bay is a port for many fishing boats and yachts.
Dtlty K«nt Cltm^nce
by Patti Winklablack
SlaMWfttSf
i\bout 12 miles out old U.S. 
Highway 1 lies the small towÿlor 
Morro Bay. Here, anybody can 
find the best of the Cmtral Coast 
—all rolled up into onei. With a varia- 
ty of ré c u ra n ts , shops, beaches, 
boating and scenic areas everyone 
can find something to do in this 
Oceanside town.
Since the city is named for the 
•bay, there is obviously a lot to do 
by the water. Fishing is popular in 
Morro Bay. Deep sea fishing boats 
are available for rent if you enjoy a 
new experience or love to fish, if 
boating'is not yO'iir bag, you can 
sit back and watch the activity 
around the docks.
Montana de Oru State Park is 
right around the corner from 
Morro Bay. It is the perfect place 
 ^ to spend the afternoon and have a 
barbeque, picnic or just relaxing 
by the water. If you enjoy 44»e area 
' and want to longer, there is a 
<;ampground at Montana de Oro. 
.fust grab your gear and stake 
your claim because camping 
spaces are designated on a first 
come, first serve basis.
If you are one of those people 
■ who enjoy being close to nature, 
Morro Hay is the right place to 
visit. Morro Bay is the prime loca­
tion in the county to take advan­
tage of the outdoors. There are 
various places for animal wat­
ching in the area. .Morro Rock is a 
great spot for bird .watching and 
there is a museum which features '
-f,-
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WELCOME TO 
CAL POLY
YoJ might be woi^clering who this big 
guy with the silly cape is. He is my master 
Kaptain Kilipwatt, and I am Dog Energy. 
Wen. Kaptain Killowatt was created to 
help the PG&E Campus Reps Rick, Susan 
and Eric promote Energy Conservation in 
the Residence Halls and Greek Houses. 
Last year, these living groups won over 
$3,000 in cash awards. Reducing energy 
consumption and participating in monthly 
activities as part of the six-month Energy* 
Conservation Contest is all it takes to win 
Big Bucks!
YOU too, can be involved. Hall govern­
ment offices in energy conservation are 
available for those interested m meeting 
new people, participating in fun activities 
and helping their hall to win money by 
reducing energy Don't wait to conserve. 
The contest begins;
« . ■ ■^"October 1, 1984
CONSERVE
j
ENERGY ! r— T t-v
h o u h m q  d o m t m d t t
Drvivrr ShgSPr« /fflriirt 
Ca LudObitpr. ^
--------^
Midway Surplus
Government Surplus 
Survival Equipment • Rain Wear 
Boots • Backpacks 
Sleeping Bags • Jackets 
Camouflage & Outdoor Clothing 
Children's Sizes
Knowledge 8i Consultation 
Everything to Function In 
And Enjoy the Outdoors
1 0 %
STUDENT 
DISCOUNT
DUNCAN lANE
■|
M c M IllA N  ROAD
SIO BROAD STREEI SOUTH
____ D uncan lo n e  C en ter
(805) 544-3772
3055 Dur>con Lon* Son Luis Obispo. CA 93401
AIRPORT
e  e  e e  e  e e  e  e  e
BAKERY
Wedding and Party Cakes 
Croissants 
Danish Pastry 
Dovghnvts 
Bread and KoUs 
Cookies and Pics
Monday-Friday 
6 a m.-6 p m. 
Saturday 6 a m.-5 p m 
Sunday 
7:30 a m -1 30 p.m
r-543-5842
723 Higuera Street 
Ample Parking in Rear
DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISPO 
e e c c c c c c c c * * « « * *
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1, boats and people
the .animal and ILwhfe of Morro 
Bay which ;s in th^rea.
' Restaurants are one of the main 
attractions in Morro Bay. The 
Embarcadero houses most of 
these restaurants. From the 
Hungry Tiger to Great American 
-Fish Company, ypii i 
view and your meal at the same 
time.
The Hofbrau is one of the 
favorite^ for many students. It is
known tor ^he roast beef sand- However, if money is on the low 
wiches and fi^'and chips that are side arid yoii are in the mood for a 
served. The casual outdoors at- good movie the Bay Theater is ; 
.mosphere la also an attraction. ItiZ nglit there The Bay Theater of-, 
is located on the bay where you fers recent movies for iust $2.00 at
can enjoy all that the (Hofbrau of­
fers includmg the ocean breeze.
. falls there 4a- still- 
plenty to.do in Morro-Bay. If the 
restaurants have not tempted, you 
yet, now is the time to choose one 
and have a ^taxing meal.
all times. The movie youhave been 
dying to see will no doubt be play-
Whatever your passion is, you 
can satisfy it in Morro Bay. There 
is so much more to do that only 
you can find through exploration.
/
. i
MiitUr>g OaHy~K*ntC(«fn«neo ilualang Daily— Kant Clamanco
The Hofbrau on the Embarcadero is a hot spot for watching boats and sunsets over a bite.
SPECIAL
BACK TO SGHOÒL!
SALE
Montano de Oro is home for a variety of natural settings
WiLDEaNESS EXPEaiENCE
THE
GRADUATE
DAYPACK
REGULAB
$ 2 6 . 0 0
SALE
Many more to choose from.20%  Off SHORtSWe Honor the Cal Poly Student Discount Card.
rtf* 9871 Santa Rosa St. San Luis Obispo 541-1533
The Only Way To Have A Friend 
Is To Be One...SAE
' 'A Degree in Friendship ' '
>—
Wed. Scot 26 ■
Toga Party with Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Location Grange Hall
Thur. Scot 27
Slide Show ^
Location Dexter 221, Cal Polv Campus
.4
Sat. Scot 29
50's Party with Alpha Chi Omega Sorority'
Location Grange Hall
For further information come to our rush table, UU Plaza
^ o u n d  
on Iv k e e li
541-2195
390 Buckley Rd. Bldg.F Son Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Car Stereo Sales, Service, Installation.
5
SOUND
OM
w heels
—  WAPOKT
Lower Overhead 
Means Lower Prices.
• JLB * Altec Lansing
• ¡^apeo * Alpha Sonik
• Kenwood * Bleupunkt
• Pioneer •  Clarion
• Sherwood • Jeneen
5.L.O.

• * ■ •
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d St., are a pleasant visual learning, aid otthe city’s early The back of the Mission clearly shows its age and durabiiity.
-
San Luis Obispo: ar^acts, shops and fun!
New students at Cal Poly often 
look at the small toWn where they 
will spend the next tew years of 
their lives and wonder if thev were 
craiy to come to San Luis Obisp<r.
_The adjustment, to a small-town
way of life can be difficult, par­
ticularly for students from-, large 
metropolitan areas The key to ad- 
lusting (rather than revolting) is 
to look for things to no and see 
that are unique to San Luis 
Obispo.
y  A good way to learn about an 
area is through its museums. In 
the Graphic Communications 
Building on campus is the 
Shakespeare Press Museum where 
working presses are on display 
that cover the history of printing. 
The machines can be viewed by ap­
pointment only, so get some in­
terested friends together and con­
tact Professor Steven Mott at 
546-2500. ^
Downtown museums are all 
~  located near each other. The Mis­
sion Museum not only has Indian 
and mission-period artifacts on 
display but also memorabilia from 
early San LuiS Obispo.
Across Broad St. from the Mis­
sion is the County Historical 
Museum. Housed in the old 
Ca r ne gi e  L i b r a r y  are 
photographs, clothing, tools and 
more showing what life was like in 
the county at the turn of the cen­
tury. Docents are knowledgeable 
and helpful. Be sure to ask to ex­
plore the basement. Hours are 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday
through Sunday*.
Just across Monterey St. is the 
Art Center, a gallery 'of modern 
art for sale and rent. It a,open 
everyday from noon to 5 p.m. ex­
cept Monday.
A short walk down Monterey is 
Reis Chapel, at 911 Njpomo.St. In 
the basement of the mortuary is a 
museum of antiques collected by 
the Reis Family. It is a good idea 
to call ahead to make ^ure Gene 
Reis is available to open the 
museum (544-7400).
San Uuis Obispo'neighborhoods 
offer endless possibilities for the 
explorer. \ good way for the 
novice to start is to pick up a 
Heritage Homes tOur map at the 
t ’hamber of Commerce. VO.’ftt 
Chorro St. Qn the tour are ex 
amples of homes from the turn of 
'he century, manv ot them built 
bv prominent residents. Alter get­
ting an idea of some of the local 
building stvies start exploring 
You may run across srtfne gems, 
such as the Jack House iit 5,36 
.Marsh St, or the ophthomology 
building on Pacific and Santa 
Rosa Sts. that was designed by 
Frank Lloyd Wright.
The business district is anqther 
good place to spend an afternoon. 
Stop by Granny's General Store in 
the historic Union Hardware 
Building at 1119 Garden St., 
where you 'can absorb the at­
mosphere of a shop from early 
1900s.
Down Higuera St. are second 
hand shops. A walk through any 
one of these stores can turn up an 
unexpected find. The sign above 
Treasure Island, at the corner of 
Higuera and Nipomo Sts an­
nounces. “We Buy. Sell or Trade." 
Inside are World War II C- 
rations, army uniforms, telescopes 
and more. Uniques at 5M2 Higuera 
near the Creamery, boasts old bot­
tles and Depression glass, and Se­
cond Time Around, farther down 
the street in a red and white 
Vicotrian house, specialized in 
recycled clothing.
After an hour or two of serwtta'jo 
window shopping, stop at the 
Spindle for nachos and a cool 
drink. On Friday and Saturday 
afternoons listen to the live music 
on the creekside patio. »«■
Another relaxing pasttime is to 
fish at I..aguna I,ake on Madonna 
Road or at one of the reservoirs on 
campus. Shepherd s Reservoir is a 
favorite spot. Take Via Carta 
north toward the ornamental hor­
ticulture unit. Continue past the 
horse unit and down the hill to the
left where you will find a quiet 
spot for catching all sorts of fish.
For winilsurfing. Laguna Lake 
IS ideal. Call Free VN intis VNHndsur- 
fing at .3-11-607-t for ileiails alxiut' 
rentals ,ind lessons. Rental of a 
sailboard tor one ht)ur IS ¿10
Laguna Lake is also good for 
uuck feeding and kite flVing but if 
vou dtin t want to, travel «o far trv 
Criesta and Santa Rosa parks. 
Kach has a stVeam tor wading, 
grassy áreas for playin f^ football 
or Frisbtfe and both are pleasant 
spots for a picnic lunch. Take 
Grand Avenue south to lg>omis 
Street and follow the éurves to 
Cuesta Park. Santa Rosa Park is 
located at the corner of Santa 
Rosa and Oak Sts.
For hikers, climbing up to the
■ P’ liehind the residence halls at 
fords'an outstanding view*ot thj* 
campus and-.San Luis (Rdspo Polv 
Can von is a gixMl place lor a hike. 
too Bring a lunch-itnd Uike a liaik 
at some ot the student a r  
chitecutral projects. To get to Po­
ly Canyon Rd  ^ take North 
Perimeter Rd north to Mountain 
Lane, next to the North MnuntaTn 
residimce halls. Stay to the let"t 
The dirt road leads dow n into ihe 
canyon
.-\bove all, the kev to enjoying 
San Luis Obisprt is to t>e creative 
Start taking advantage of the 
rpany opportunities around you 
now, For more ideas and informa­
tion. talk to upper classmen or 
phone the Chamber of Commerce 
at .543-1.323.
X '
Photos by Kent Clemenco The Count/Historical Museum oaMonterey St. 'i
• ,
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10% OFF ‘Complete Beds to Students with CAL POLY I.D.
1459 Monterey Street, S.L.O 544-8470
UU a home away from home:.
by Patti Wlnk'ablack
Staff Wrftar
THE HAIR DEN
. Men's...
Style or Layer Cuts $8.00 'Flegular Hair Cuts $6.50
543-1290 
779 Foothill Blvd.
Walk-ins Welcome!I '.v . ■ V
1 M IC H A E L ’S {
2 Delicatessen t
♦  - : &  I2 . Restaurant t
♦
•New Wine Bar- jj
-Gourmet Cheese %
Department- ¥
OPEN 7 DAYS 
A WEEK
DELI 544-4040  ‘ t
785 HigueraSt., San Luis 06ispo
■ ^  
GOLD^
CONfCEPT
Designers of Fine Jewelry
778 Higuera Network Mall San Luis Obispo
If students had to they could find just about 
everything they need without leaving'campus The 
Julian A. MePhee University Union is the roof under 
which many of these services and informatmn. ac­
tivities and gathering places are located. ^
next to the Administration Building. It consists of 
two floors, the bookstore and two plazas. The Union 
was financed by the students of Cal Poly and is sup­
ported by student fees and income collected within 
the building.
Hie building itself is open Monday-Thursday, 7;30 
a jn . until midnight; Friday, 7:30 a.m. until 1 00 a m .;.
' Saturday, 10 a.m. until 1 a.m.; and Sunday noon until 
midnight.
The University Union offers students, faculty,. 
a|aff and afiimni a wide scope of service and informa­
tion. I
'InformationDesk-The information desk employs 
people to answer questions about Cal Poly. They sup­
ply phone numbers, light cards for the tennis courts, 
reserve meeting rooms, give ticket information for 
upcoming events and check for lost and found items, 
llie  information desk is alao-where students can buy 
bus tokens and passes. It is open during building 
i^ ours.
•Foundation Cashier-Students can go to the 
cashier on the upper level of the Union to cash 
checks up to $50. Meal ticket payments are taken
Mustang OaMy^MirgsrHs MHls
Skip Meeker, a visiting student from Santa 
Barbara Business College practices his 
bowling form-in the games a-ea
care of here and payroll'‘ checks are distribqted 
througii this office It is open Monday-Friday, 8 a m  
- until 3:30 p.m. mid is etesed-on weekends. - •
•Ticket Office-This office is located at the informa­
tion coimter. Here students can buy tickets to on- 
campus movies, concerts, football games and other 
campus and community events. Hours are Monday- 
F ri^ y  10 a.m. until 4 pi.m Closed weekends.
•Copy Center/Second Edition-The Second Edition 
is a convenience for students to have copies made. 
They produce fast and affordable quality copies. It is 
located on, the lower level and is open Mondfiy 
Thursday. 8 a.m to 10 p.m. Friday, 8 a.m.- 8 p.m., 
Saturday noon to 6 p.m . Sunday noon to 10p.m.
•El Corral Bookatore-This is the campus bookstore 
among othOT things. Students can buy their tex­
tbooks, supplies or general merchandiae. They offer a 
film d^eloping service and copy machines for conve­
nience. Students can find just about anything they 
need at the bookstore. It is open Monday-Friday, 
7;45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday, 10:30 a.m to 
2:30 p.m __
•Automatic Teller Machine-A Bank of America 
Versateller machine was installed last year for conve­
nient on-campus banking for their customers. It is 
located next to the El Corral Bookstore.
•Disabled Student Services/Student community 
services-The Disabled Student Services provides in­
formation and various supportive services to per­
manently and temporarily disabled Cal Poly 
students. “Student Community Services offers ■ 
students the opportunity to become volunteers in 
San Luis Obispo County in various different 
capacities. They are open Monday-Friday, 7:30 a.ni. 
until 5 p.m. For information call 546-1395.
•Information Boards-There are a number of infor­
mation boards where students can find rides to and 
from their homes, rooms for rent, activities on cam­
pus and the community, etc. These boards are 
located on both floors of the Union.
The Univeristy Union also houses a variety of ac­
tivities for leisure time or information for activities 
away from campus.
•Activities Planning Center-Thia is the place to go 
for information about various different students- 
organizations. The staff works with student 
organizations through advising and aasistance. Ca 
Poly has more than 300 student organizations whicl 
center in .this office. The staff works with studen 
government. Poly Royal Week of Welcome. In 
tramurals. Panhetlenic (sororities) and Interfraterni 
ty Council. The office is open Monday-Friday. 7:30 
a m until 5 p.m.
• Recreational Sports-This office offers over 80 ac­
tivities. plus all recreational facilities are coordinated 
through this office It is open Monday-Friday. lii 
a.m. to 10 p.m.: Saturday, noon to 6 p.m.: Sunday,, 
noon to 8 p.m.
Get Creamed at
Blend Hornemade Ice Cream With 
Your Choice of Candy to Create 
a Unique Flavor of Ice Cream.
Buy 1 Chocolate Chip 
Ice Cream Cookie 
Get the 2nd at 1/2 price 
Expires Sept 30 
1 coupon per person 
Cornucopia Creamery 
977 Foothill Blvd.
r
977 FoothiU Blvd. 
544-6353
Next, to Burger King 
Open 12-11
Buy 1 Regular Size 
Cream-In
Get 2nd for 1/2 price 
Expires SepL 30 
1 coufion per person 
Cornucopia Creamery 
977 FoothiU Blvd.
■*í
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tPdly P a ««llWeek of Welcome
?a&, entertainment under one roof
aes ArM-This area haa a 
of '^ m aa  for létaur» ac- 
consistiiig of < bowlinf 
, pool tablaa, air hockay, pin- 
id video gamea. The gamaa 
|alao organiaaa toumamenta 
I throughout the year.
¡¡day' 8 a jq. to midnight; Fri- 
Is a.m. to 1 ajn .: Saturday. 10 I to 1 a.m.; Sunday, noon to 
{ht. It ia open to anybody.
raft Cantar-Studanta who are 
(aatad in hobbiaa and crafta 
[find equipment and toola for 
era. Ilia facUitiaa are open to  
tudanta. It containa a dark
*Eacapa Routa-Thia ia where 
atudanta can coma to rant equip­
ment for thoaa weekend outhiga. 
The EqcaM Route alao organiaaa 
tripa for oack p ack ^ , climbing, 
mountain climbing and othar out- 
’ door aporta. In addition to ran tala, 
th# Rout# msp6»
booka, brochuraa and information 
to  help plan tripa. It alao offara 
low^ricad weekend' tripa apon- 
aorad by the ASI Outing Commit­
tee. Workahopa are alao available. 
It ia'open from 10 ain. to 4 pjn. 
and ia cloaed on the weekenda.
*Galerie-The Galerie ia a large 
diaplay room where art and craft
with rfaaigwing, organizing' and 
building Cal Poly’a entiy in the 
Roae Parade in Paaadeoa, Califor­
nia. Fc»’ information call 546-1268.
H m Poly Board ia reaponaible 
for coordinating Poly Royal, Cal'^ 
Poly’a univwaity open houae. F<w
____ ___
'The Univeraity Union alao 
aervea aa a place to relax or atody. 
There are areaa deaignatMl for 
varioua uaea.
•Chumaah Auiiitorium-'rhia ia 
one of the main activity areaa in 
the Union. It ia uaed tdt ASI filma, 
concerta, banqueta, apeakera, 
large meetinga and other special 
events. It can also be reberved by 
campus organizations for use.
--
•Bishop’s Lounge-This room is 
used as a television room. lt,y 
features a wide-screen television • 
which picks up a variety of nation­
wide programs. This room is used 
Tor relaxing.
r ^
•San Luis Lounge-This room is 
available for occasional program­
ming and informal gatherings, 
however it is primarily used as a 
quiet study room.
MuBtang DaHy—Margartia MMIa
I Reza switches from TV to reading In Bishop Lounge.
m photo lab, ceramics, bicycle, 
oodworking and batik areas. The 
K)ls are available for checking 
ut and use in the Center. 'The 
i’aft Center also offers classes in 
lany different areas of crafts. It 
open Monday-Saturday, 10 a.m. 
10 p.m. and Sunday, noon to 10 
m.
•Travel Center-The 'lYavel 
inter offers information, tips, 
servations and rental informa- 
)n about places to visit around 
e world. Its main function is to 
lip students to plan trips. Hours 
' the Travel Center have not yet 
en determined. This center also 
ues student identification cards 
¡d passport applications. One of 
main attractions is its quarter 
k trips ranging from 8300-
shows are exhibited for anybody 
to see. There is no charge for the 
Galerie. During the year there are 
about hve to seven displays. It is 
open Monday and 'Tues^y, 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m.; Wednesday and 
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Fri­
day. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Saturday 
and Sunday, noon to 4 p.m.
•Multi-Cultural Center-'This is 
the campus resource center for 
cultural affairs which provides in­
formation on minority and foreign 
student services, research and 
events. For Ihfonnation call 546- 
1405.
•Rose Parade Float Commit- 
tee/Poly Royal Executive Board- 
The Rose Float Committee deals
M O U N T A I N E F R I N r .
J
Cricket CVS
•MOUNTAIN AIR SPORTS 
HAS ONE OF THE LARGEST 
' * SELECTIONS OF BOOK BAGS AND 
DAY PACKS ON THE CENTRAL COAST'
>1
tATURES:
•DOUBLE ZIPPERS.
•Py\DDED SHOULDER STRAPS 
•WATER PROOF NYLON. 
•FULLY GUARANTEED '
543-1676
858 HIGUERA ST. 
A T CHORRO
DOWNTOWN SLO
forwarTt^iexrQuartelTreaCT^™' 
ANCHOR TRAVEL HAS A DEAL FOR YOU! 
ChriftnuM Vacation Cnilfe to Mcxko
5 per person Dbl. occ’yDecember 17-21 $
___ Includes:
•All enter]
•Transporailon |
• A U _
in’s Cocktail Party 
(taxes
^ 5 0  p|r person holdsyounpace
d ship
.Of
hiAaiiiAs
Come see us today at 247 Madonna Rd. 543-5997 
(Going to Europe?Bringjnjhjsa^^or^^ Pass)
!• ^
DELICIOUS
HAMBURGERS
TO GO
GOOD CHILI BEANS
Scrubby & Lloyd's
LLOYD PETTENOiR PROPmTOR '
543-5885
mN MOM tM  10 t
; hu«$o«< i  i m x  Y • i  * m 
SitUMD** ) *M TP S PM 
H3S CMM(r> StN lUIJ OlISFO
ai ■ *>
•Mustang Lounge-This room is 
used for a mixture of activities. It 
is reserved for meetings and <;am- 
pus activities most often.
•Conference Rooms-There are 
five rooms available in the Union 
for reservation by University 
recognized clubs and groups. They 
accomodate 15-100 people.
All lounges and rooms are open 
during building hours.
The Union also provides . 
students with a couple of snacking 
choices.
•Burger Bar-This is a small fast 
food type restaurant where 
students can grab a quick snack.
It features build your own ham­
burgers. 'The Burger Bar is opei\^  
the same hours as the Union.
•Ice Cream Parlour-This snack 
shop offers ice cream, nuts and 
candy. It is open Monday through 
Friday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. and is 
closed on weekends.
»-UGUFRA g/CJÍj
SA N  LUIS O BISf> n
W E H A V E 2 4 -H R
PHOTO r ir tis H ir iQ
Color o r B/W
----------25% off first time clients only------------:
\es^oT
Ô A.
A
G«’ °  teO*^ ®V ^ vjeoP*  ^^
 ^a •
------------- Expires October 30,1984 —
“Quality Service . . .  F o r  Those Who Care”Central Coast Auto Detail
Specialists m Automobile Beautification
e Thorpugh handwash e Steam Cleaning
e Clean, polish & wax a Car covert
a Vinyl leather cleaning & conditioning 
a Interior cleaning & shampooing 
a  Undercoating
FREE ESTIMATES & CONSULTATION
5 4 1 -1 2 1 4
12 Higuera Street • San Luis Obispo, CA
‘  a
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Page 12 Musían); DailyWeek òf WelcomeSolutions to  getting around:
by J«an Linsleadt ’
Staff Wiitar
A host of transportation alter­
natives makes it easy for Cal Poly 
students to get around the San 
Litis Obispo area.
The mild climate lends itself to 
walking, biking and mopeding 
around town and school.
But for those who favor milder 
forms of transportation, San Luis 
Obispo offers other options.
Students need only Iqok for a 
parking place at school or in town 
to reaUM that getting around by 
car is very popular.
But it is not the most' 
e co n o m ica l m eans o f 
transportation, both in terms of 
money and time.
Ride sharing is one option that 
is available to students.
Ride.sharing is an effort to get 
the empty seats in cars filled up.
San Luis Obispo. County 
Ridesharing Director Sallie Fran- . 
cis said car pooling can save 
students money, give them more
time to study, conaerve fueL keep 
pollutants out of the air and 
reduce the number of drivers on '
the roads.  ^ ------
If you live in Morro Bay, it costs
mation desk in the University 
Union. Each student’s needs will 
be matched with those of other 
participants in the program.
The cpst and convenience of bus
about S1^5 a montH^just to get to 
class,” Francis explained. “But 
you can cut that down to $73 if 
you share a ride with one person, 
and you can study on the way to 
school when the other person -is 
driving.”
Students can sign up for the 
Ridesharing program at the infor-
riding in San L>uis Obispo makes it 
an attractive option. Busses shut­
tle students between Cal Poly and 
downtown San Luis Obispo, but 
there are also routes to the 
beaches around Morro Bay and to 
Cambria and nearby Hearst Cas­
tle.
The SLO Transit operates four
★  DAILY SPECIALS ★
MONDAY
? REA HAMBURGERS 
F0RPRKE0F1
THURSDAY
CHKKEN1MX)I 
10 oz. DRINK N*
TUNSDAY . FIODAY
HOT DOGS SO* FREEFRES
CHU CHEESE DOG 65« NANY BURGER
WIONKSOAY * fAT. ASUN.
BURflITOS FREE ICE CREAM
2 FORI CONE WfANY BURGER
CHAR-BROILED BURGERS
• French • Chili • Ortega
• Half lb. • Bacon • Guacamole
• & Many More
Ó J P E N
10:30 a.m. 
9:00 p.m.
374 Santa Rosa 
Sari Luis Obispo 
543-2363
690 Dofliver 
Pismo Beach 
773-2917
FREE
16 oz.
drink  with  any  
SUB
The
B U R G E R
Factory: ^
DRIVE-IN
CALL AHEAD FOR 
QUICK SERVICE
T R Y  
O U R  . 
S U B S
____
SIDE W.ALK SALE
CO
Ü
f i  ^  ^
<3^
\ ■
595 Marsh Street, San Luis Obispo (805)543-3265
BIRD-REPTILES-PET SUPPLIES- KOI
Aquarium, Supplies & Acsessories 
-Complete Selection Of- - ' 
TROPICAL & MARINE FISH
i iS ^ D E TV iota’s At ,
lam nChunlQ TOPPER RANCH BIRD DIET
Custom Aquarium Designs & Installations 
Aquarium Cleaning * Maintenance Service 
Largest & Most Complete 
Selection In San Luis County If we don’t have It, wo will order It
CO
0 )
SAVE 10 TO 20%
biking
bus routes around the city seven 
, days a week. Routes otte, two and 
four make stops at Cal Poly on 
regular class days from 6:^2 a.m. 
to 1( :^22 p.m. Route four also runs 
out to Laguna Lake.
Students that are in the mood 
forlieacK^ihg or sightsMing can 
catch the North Coastal Transit 
bus connection to Morro  ^ Bay. 
This system shuttles between San 
Luis Obispo, Ix>s Osos and Morro 
Bay Monday through Saturday. 
The North Coastal Transit con- 
'nects with'SLD Transit busses at 
City Hall in San Luis Obispo.
Cambria and Hearst Castle are 
also a bus ride away'. SLO-CAT 
busses shuttle between Morro 
Bay, Cayucos and Cambria Mon­
day through Saturday. This 
system connects with North 
Coastal Transit busses in Mofro 
Bay.
Bus schedule information for all 
three systems and bus tokens can 
be picked up at the information 
desk in the University Union.
Mopeds have pedals, no peg
Students that park their 
motorized bicycles in the moped 
parking lots may find looks can he 
deceiving and costly.
Dispatcher on duty for the Cal 
Poly Public Safety Department _ 
satd.'AThiTUle of thumb isTfil has 
pedals it must park in the moped 
parking lot.”
Motorized bikes with pegs must 
park in the motorcycle parking 
lots which is usually adjacent to a 
moped parking lot....,
A $5 fine will be issued to motor , ,  
bikes parked in the moped parking 
lots for unauthorized parking.
If only one lot is available, both 
vehicles may park in the same lo t,' 
the dispatcher said.
. • “When you consider the number 
of cit]ations issued last year, the 
percentage issued to motor bikes 
is small. Less than .*) percent," the 
dispatcher said.
She added, "1 think some 
students innocently don't know 
the classification of their vehicle, 
but the majority do. .It'$ their ‘ 
responsibility to know."The Wrecker with the Racked Parts
• • --J*
•Engines »Sheet Metal
•Transmissions »Electrical ■ ’
WE BUY SCRAP . '
‘  U lS  OBlSP® _
143-1215 * 3045 Duncan Lane • San Luis Obispo
i fit; ■■ \ f ! s ^
VODWIN!
Professional racing is hell on a ear-. Every mile 
, on the track is like a hundred on the street. As 
race car builders, we follow a car through its 
entire l.ite span often only a matter of hours.
What we've learned'at Le Mans and 
Daytona applies directly to the way we mam- ' -  
t^rn your car. We’ll tune it for top performance 
and make thb minor repairs that can save you 
a major overhaul further down the roaq 
Our prices are reasonable and our i | i —
servi€€-ts-t%l5€St 1 1 'l lS I
Racing car owners trust f i o m i t i l l  
us, shouldn’t you’ Auto
' j p f  in 4., ; ]/, ,  ^  A,itnmobilf‘
273 Pacific Street. San Luis Obispo 543 7473
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Greek systenTnot an ‘Animal House’—benefits manÿ U n ice s protect campus from crime,fire
by Chris Counts
staff Witter . :
More often than not, incoming- 
colTege students visualize”  the”  
Greek system as an extension of 
National L^poon's comedy sen-* 
sation ‘‘Animal House.” Not only 
can fraternities offer students a 
postitive social outlet,, but they 
can also provide numerous 
academic and professional 
l)cnefi^8. ^  ■
Though the ‘Animal House'I 
stereotypes will persist, none of 
Cal Poly’s eleven recognized 
fraternities bear even a passing 
resemblance to the drunken and 
brawling ‘‘Delta House” of Faber 
College. Unfortunately, as Walt 
Lambert, coordinator of Greek af­
fairs at Cal Poly, explains, such 
negative stereotypes often deter 
incoming freshmen from objec­
tively exploring the Greek system 
and its possibilités. -
“Greeks have been put on a 
pedestal,” Lambert said. “Every 
time a problem involving a frater­
nity ariaea. geta exaggerated. In... 
my opinion, a fraternity createa no 
more of a problem than any other 
student group.”
While the drinking and brawling 
of "Animal House” is resiMAaible 
for much of the bad publicity 
associated with fraternities, the 
Greek «system's often unstable 
relationship with academics also 
plays a vital role. Since pledging a 
fraternity does involve a certain 
■ ime commitment, it seem.s only 
.latural to assume that the Greek 
xvstem and academics can t coex- 
si. Still. Lambert defends the em­
phasis fraternities place on 
academics.
1 don't think a fraternity' 
places too much of a demand on its 
pledges* time, Lambert said.
Pledges will have certain time 
commitments, but never to the 
point where it will interfere with 
studies. If the demands of the 
fraternity were to conflict with 
school, the whole Greek system 
would die.
Lambert explained that the key 
for prospective pledges is to 
budget their time well.
“Any group a new student 
joins—be it the chess club, a 
Tratemity, or the water polo 
team—has activities that will, at 
times, conflict with s^dying,” 
-.Limbert said. “Time management -  
allows students to involve 
themselves in extracurricular ac­
tivities in addition to performing 
well academically . "
What does the Greek system' 
have to offer the incoming Cal Po­
ly ;atudent? Mike Piaenti, Inter- 
h-atemity Council president and 
active member of Theta Chi, 
believes that fraternities can , 
greatly enhance the college ex­
perience.
“A fraternity teaches the stu- " 
dent how to work within a group.” 
Pisenti said. “The Greek system 
also teaches responsibility, 
discipline, ahd leadership skills. 
Besides, you make friendships 
that last a lifetime"
Lambert agreed with Pisenti, 
citing “friendships that last a 
lifetime” as a key reason for 
becoming involved with frater­
nities.
“The fraternity -ie- an- excellent 
support group,” Lambert said. 
“You make brothers for life. Hav­
ing a friend is an important part of 
college. And studies show that 
students who have participated in 
WOW or the Greek system stay in 
school longer.”
Incom ing stu d en ts p ar­
ticipating in WOW will be given 
an opportunity to gain first-hand 
information on each of Cal Poly's 
fra te rn itie s  on Thursday, 
September 20  ^ in the University 
Union from 7-11 p.m. “U.U.* 
Night” provides new students 
with their first opportunity to ex­
plore the Greek svsterh and ask 
questions concerning it.
[..ambert encourages new Cal 
Poly students to explore the 
possibilities of the Greek system.
“ I encourage students to look 
into the Greek siystem with an 
open mind,” Lambert said. “ In 
fact, I would endorse any ex­
tracurricular activity that 
enhances college experience. Just 
don't let the stereotypes influence 
your decision. Make up your own 
mind.” .
Local growers bring fruits o f labors to downtown market
by Dawn Yoshitaka
Sun Writer
If your produce bin looks bare 
ith only a single leaf of lettuce or 
our living quarters need some 
Lesh cut flowers to detract from 
the mess scattered about on the 
"oor, San Luis Obispo downtown 
farmers market is an inexpensive 
solution. *
Every Thursday night from 6:30 
p m. to 9:00 p.m. a stroll down 
Higuera St. is blocked off between 
Broad and'Osos streets for the 
. far mera market.
Produce sold is usually below 
the cost found in stores and occa­
sionally a bargain can be struck 
with the sellers when they are 
preparing to leave.
Local merchants also keep their 
doors open until 9:00 p.m.
Stores that sell edible goods will 
sometimes have a table set on the 
street to sell their pastries or can­
dy to entice buyers into their 
stores.
Restaurants selling barbequed 
ribs and sausages can be located 
by following the aroma of the 
meat cooking on open grills.
Entertainment varies every 
Thursday night from listening to 
musicians to people watching.
Chairman of the San Luis 
Obispo Farmers Market Associa­
tion Buster Mehischau said the 
farmers market began m San Luis 
"Obispo in 1968.
“ I was one of the originators. It 
started when I had a bunch of 
lemons to move to the cities. The 
preparation and shipping costs 
made me lose money. I had lemons 
to go, but I didn't have a home for 
them,” Mehischau said.
Several San Luis Obispo farm­
ers met with the federal govern­
ment to solve the problem, 
Mehischau said.
He added that the farmers 
market has expanded from one 
location to four. San Luis Obifpo, 
Templeton, Arroyo Grande and 
Morro Bay are all part of the 
Farmers Market Association.
“The farmers market gives the 
consumer a fresher product and 
helps the grower move his pro­
duce. The farmer also learns alMut 
supply and demand,” Mehischau 
said.
by Julie Rach
staff Writer
Cal Poly offers a variety of ser­
vices designed to protect the 
health and safety«f its s tudents.
The Department of Public Safe­
ty includes the Cal Poly Police and 
Fire Departments.' Along with 
their expected duties, the Depart­
ment of Public Safety offers 
presentations on a number of 
topics, including rape prevention, 
crime prevention, CPR and fire 
safety. The Department a,lso has a 
Bicycle Patrol section which sees 
to bicycle safety on-campus.
Another part of Public Safety is 
4.he Escort' Service. This service 
runs from 7 or 8 p.m. (depending 
on the time of year) to midnight 
Sundhy through Thursday. 
Members of the Interfraternity 
Council staff tables in the Univer­
sity Union and the library. They 
will escort any student in need of 
the service anywhere on campus. 
To receive this service, call 646- 
1409 weekday evenings-.
The Public Safety Department 
is located across from the English 
building and behind the fire sta­
tion. Their business number is 
546-2281.
To report any on-campus 
emergency, dial 546-2222. i
The Cal Poly Counseling Center 
is available v to help students 
through individual or group 
counseling, career development, 
testing, learning assistance or 
tutoring. They are located in 
Jespersen Hall near Mustang 
Stadium and their phone number 
IS 546-2511.
The Cal Poly Health Center pro­
vides many health care services 
for the Cal Poly population. Out­
patient care is available to all 
students free of charge from H 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 'Fhis includes primary care 
by physicians or nurse- 
practitioners. lab work. X-rays, 
and family planning and health 
education workshops.
After-hours care, oral health.
aller.gy shots, inpatient care arid 
other services are avfilable on a  ^
feerfor-service basis or are covered 
by purchasing a student health 
card at the Health Center. For a 
one-time price of $59 (for three 
quarters), all the services describ- 
^  above are free of charge to the
The Health Center also offers
health education workshops and 
lectures as part of its preventive 
medicine approach. Staff members 
and student peer educators are 
available to talk about nutrition, 
alcoholism, family planning, oral 
health, mental heklth and other 
subjects. For futher information 
o in h y  o f Ifhe Health Ciehter’s' 
services, call 546-1211.
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A Cal Poly fireman ascends a fire ladder to the roof.
i$ 3.00  OFF ¡$4.00  OFF!
! LARGE PIZZA Ì Ì
I OR PIZZA I
I  N o t  G o o d  w i t h  .  261 Madonna Road Plaza 544-4611 San Lwi Otxapo _  _  „
■ Any Other Offer. v  '^ m m ^^m m SSSSSSi Expires 10/17/84 II________________ _______________________________B
Wells Fargo Delivers
SIMPLIFIED and PERSONAL
CHECKING SERVICE
At Our Foothill Office
1001 FOOTHILL BLVD.
Close to Campus
544-8300
\
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N ooks and crannies make escapes all over campus
by Kim Mlllbr
start WiAw _
Students who live on campus 
know that the biggest problm  
isn’t  the classes or the teachers, 
and it isa’t  getting along with
roommates. The biggest problem 
for on-csnnpus dwellera is finding a 
quiet place that no one else knows 
about.
Thousands of people will return 
to school this faU and privacy will 
become a precious commoditj
. c
For students who can‘afford to go 
home for .the weekc|pd, the pro­
blem is not great.
Even students who live off cam­
pus find themselves in need of 
some space to collect themselves 
during an expecially busy day.
Fortunately, the Cal Poly cam­
pus has several^  nooks- ana cran­
nies unknown and unpopulat^ by 
the mass of students.
Between the science buildings is 
a large shady lawn, decorated.with 
bush sculpture from previous 
senior projects. It is one of the 
quietest spots on campus. For 
students who feel claustrophobic 
the library, here is a placein
serene enough for study.
Poly Canyon "  is a favorite 
hangout for runners but its a t ­
tributes are attractmg to anyone 
who likes Eucalyptus trees, a 
trickling creek and hiking t^ rails. 
,'Fhis road winds through eight 
-miles of Cal Pojy land and ends 
“some miles north of campusT 
* For those who don’t like running 
or even walking, perhaps a quiet 
place to eat lunch is in order. Pic­
nic tables and'gardens are seldom 
used except by faculty members 
at Modoc. Modoc is situated 
' behind the .staduim and qdrth of 
the business building.
Nearby, is the business building
lawn. ‘ Weeping willow trees, . 
pond and batches make this one o 
the most attractive hide-a-way 
on campus. And not too many peo 
j)le know it exists.
Sun worshippers wiU naturall 
migrate to the lawn and garden 
'surrounding computer scienc 
building. On the west side is a sui 
soaked patio of brick and cemen 
with metal sculptures nearby.
The south aide, betweei 
Graphic Arts and Compute 
.Science, has some of the brightes 
flower gardens on campus, and th 
east side has a small laWn 
unrelenting sun.
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A jog through Poly Canyor) is sometimes just what It takes to 
•<»t off steam. ' -
The pond outside the business building Is almost its own quiet island. MuMang D**y— Sw* CWmanc
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Week of Welcome
Key to c o llie  success is a balancing ^
by Patti Winkleblack r
SlitlWrllar "  / ^
Freshmen students must find a balance between 
academics and recreation through self-discipline tOr
et--ucee8sfuiwcoUege- -----
ijiudents come to college for new experiences and 
K have fun as well as to learn, said Patricia 
Stewart,- coordinator of the l^earning Assistance 
V tV.ier The big twnus la that we graduate from this 
l ' !ate_
¡he first year at college,can be the Uiughest, 
herelure students RUUt adjust to their new surruun- 
d ngs and do well in school at the same time 
I sually students have- not-ctearned these skills .in 
Mgh school and must learn them through trial and er- 
■(Hin college.
• Stewart offers the following suggestions'to ease 
i*hi t ransition, and to do well in college.
• ( btam a couFM syllabus and follow it. A syllabus 
VIS information about the class, such as the work
i .ad reading assignments, test dales and due dates.
■ I also tells students how they will be graded A 
c( irse syllabus from each class makes it easy' fo^  
students to plan ahead for (he heavy times during 
■t t »■ r trarter— ■ ---------------:---------------------------^
• Find' a suitable «tudy environment. Students 
should find at least two to three locations where they 
■' can study effectively. They should be places where 
there are not many distractions.'
• i’repare for class befbre it meets. Ry reading the 
C‘-signed material before class, students will be 
somewhat familiar with the lecture. The reading can 
help students understand the lecture and the lecture 
<'SQ help with the reading.
• KevieiT'notes shortly afttr the lecture. Students 
should wait no more than 24 hours before reviewing 
class notes. Reviewing refreshes students' memories 
and aids in the retention of the information. Some 
kind of schedule is helpful in order to keep up and 
should be included in time managements.
• Listen nwre than you write. When taking notes 
students should only write down the important 
points. Students often try to write* down everything 
By getting the main idea on paper using paraphras­
ing or some sort of shorthand, student.s icaiv spend 
more time comprehending the lecture
• Organize time efficiently. With good time manage 
tneni skills students can gel all of their work done 
anil still havd leisure time Proper time.munagemeni
also reduce anxiety and stress that results from 
procrastination and falling behind in tiasses
. • Communicate with instructors ana utilize «ttfice 
hours. Students can use office hours of their in- 
truclors for academic assistance as well as to 
‘•ecome acquainlea By communicating with their in­
structors. students can t>ecome more than (ust 
another name, and instructors tend to be more em- 
paihetic with those students they are familiar with
energy levels. Comprehension is at a high when 
students have the most energy. Therefore, difficult 
subjects will come easier when students have the 
most energy. ^
t  ^ / —S—-
* 1- at Palancea meals. Bv- having a balancea diet,
St udents can maximize energy levels to work through'—• 
tight schertules. Skipping meals reduces energ>' and 
should be^voided.
’ll'« 1 earning Assistance Center offers a number ot 
"■erx < es IP aid students in doing well in classes.
. /. *
I
Study skills counseling is the specialty at the l.ear- 
ning Assistance Center, The staff includes three full­
time employees who help students with skills in­
cluding concentration, .motivation, reading dam- 
prehension, note-taking and time management
- The Learning Asststance Center also offers a tutor­
ing program for students. Individual or group tutor- 
is available at hours convenient tor the student .^, 
Montiac, afternoon and evening study sessions 
hUows for convenient times for all students.
The Center also coordinates a tutoring program for 
the departments on campus. Kach departrpent has 
upper class students who. help other students with  ^
the classes they need assistance in The liearning 
Assistance Center refers students to the depart­
ments for help.
The services at the Learning Assistance Center are 
free to all students at Cal Poly .No limitations are 
plated on the services, therefore students can obtain 
help as often as they wish
The program does not have .‘the funds to assist 
' everyone who comes in for tutoring, therefore they 
must'operate on a first come, first serve basis. For 
those students who would like additional tutoring 
the center maintains a list of private tutors who are 
not connected with Cal Poly. They are available to 
help «t udent s on an mdividual basis for a fee.
.'-•tewart explained that itiey are not a remedial 
center and that they can help improve skills, but not 
develop the basic skills«
The l.«arning Assiataace Center is part of . the 
('nunseling Servicee Group. Each quarter they offer 
oeminars and workshops similar to the study skills 
services offered. A cOnVplele list is available in the 
Fall Schedule of Classes i \%
> he l.earning Assistance Center is located in Chase 
Hall For more information call 546-12.^6 The hours 
for tall are 'Monday through Friday. H a m to ft p m
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HI MOM
I'VE G ot THIS
TERRIFIC
Ro o m m a t e
I'M  BRINGING 
'HOME..7HaLo 
MOM?
'Ml
NOW IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY 
TO GET THE ROOMMATE 
YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED. . 
GOOD LOOKING. GREAT TO 
TALK TO. AND VERY RELIABLE 
... EVEN MOM WILL APPROVE. 
THE ROOMMATE WE’RE 
TALKING ABOUT IS THE AT&T 
TELEPHONE.. .ABSOLUTELY 
THE BEST PHONE YOU’LL 
EVER ROOM WITH.
HERE’S WHAT'YOU GET WITH ' 
AN AT&T LEASED PHONE...
¿1 MONTHLY RATES 
^A S LO W A S M .5 0
£] FREE REPAIR OR 
^  REPLACEMENT (YOU’LL 
_ NEVER BE WITHOUT A ^
-  PHONE)
COLOR CHANGES--FREE! 
ATAT QUALITY. THE BEST!
IF YOU’RE INTERESTED IN A 
MORE SPECIALIZED PHONE. 
AT&T OFFERS PHONES OF 
INDESCRIBABLE VARIETY, AND 
WITH A PURCHASE PLAN JUST 
FOR YOU, INCLUDING OUR 
4-MONTH INSTALLMENT 
PLAN, INTEREST FREE
PRINCESS TRADITIONAL’ TRIMLINE
.
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JUNE-JULY-AUGUSTFREE AT&TConsumer Saleé' 
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Mustangs unharmed 
by gráduated runner; 
expect championship
0«Hy
Can this year’s Women's Cross Country team make the grade? After winning the National 
Championship last year, this year's team will be looking for All-Americans Lesley White (left) 
and Marilyn Nichols to pick up the slack for graduating National Cross Country Champion Amy 
Harper
by Kevin H. Fox
IStsH Wrttar
When a team's number one run­
ner and Division II Women’s 
Cross Country national champion 
graduates, most coaches would 
talk of trying hard and rebuilding 
years.
But not at Cal Poly.
•> Defending Division 11 Cross 
Country National Champions, the 
Cal Poly women's team plans a 
repeat jjerformapce, said Head 
Coach Lance Harter.
Despite the graduation of two- 
time national champion Amy 
Harper Avrit. the lady Mustangs 
"will not get beat in Division II. 
Harter claimed
The Cal Poly women s squad 
will have seven of the top eight 
runners returning from last year's 
team. In addition to these talented 
runners, no less than five All- 
American redshirts from the 1982 
National Championship team will 
compete
Harter, who is beginning his 
sixth year as women's cross coun­
try coach, said that the biggest 
weapon the Mustangs possess is 
depth. “Overwhelming quality 
depth that can match up with any 
team in the nation." he said.
Harter's optimism is easily 
understood. There will be a total 
of nine All American runners 
striving to fill the shoes of Harper 
Avrit.
When asked who would be in the 
number one spot this season. 
Harter said he wasn't sure 
because the team has seven to ten 
leaders
“That’s what makes you suc­
cessful in cross country." he said.
Harter said “the thing that 
makes us very unique and so 
lethal is that our competition 
won't know which runner to key 
on. Any number of runners will be 
capable of winning a race "
In addition to outstanding 
returning runners, two new 
athletes will do their best to help 
the team.
Kathy Hildebrand, a transfer 
from the University of Arizona, 
and Noreen De Bettencourt, a ' 
recruit from Carondelet High 
School in Concord, will bring their . 
talents to the lady Mustangs.
They will be joining All- 
Americans Victoria Bray, senior; 
Jennifer Dunn, junior; Kathleen 
Manning, sophomore; Robyn 
Root, senior; Jill EUingston. 
junior; Lori Lopez, sophomore: 
Marilyn Nichols, senior; Gladees 
Prieur, sophoniore: and I e^sley 
White, sophomore 
Rounding out the roster are 
Heidi Ertl, junior. Kris Kat- 
terhagen. sophomore; Judy 
Peters, freshman; Katherine 
Dunsmuir. sophomore.; and Susan 
Broadie, freshman.
Harter set a two fold goal for 
the 1984 team “Not only to 
establish ourselves as a power in 
Division 11,“ he said, "but to 
maintain our ratings in the Divi­
sion 1 polls."
The team finished last season 
ranked second in Division I behind 
Stanford University, the only 
team to beat Cal Poly in 1983
1984 Women 's Cross  ^
Country Schedule:
Sept 22—Riverside Invitatiohal 
Sept 29—Aztec Invitational 
(San Diegol
Oct 6—Stanford Invitational 
Oct 13—Cal Invitational 
Oct 20—Cal Poly SLO Invita­
tional
Nov 3—Regional Meet in River­
side
Nov 17 —National Champion­
ship Meet in Jackson, Mississippi 
Nov 25—TAC Championships
Mu«t«r>g Daily
Although the Mustangs lost Sandy 
Aughinbaugh (left), this year’s squad 
expects to fare exceptionally again 
this seasor •
Fall sports
Women’s volleyball 
Football
Men’s cross Country . 
Recreation sports
For Mustang team schedules 
see pages 4 ,5 , and 6
» )
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Muatang Oalty
Brian Gutlerez takes offense against Fresno State's defense. 
The Mustangs can be expected to tag the Western Football 
Conference championship for the 1984 season. For the 
season's preview, see page 7.
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Intensity helped the Mustangs post a 21-8 record last year. This year’s 
team will be without All-American Sandy Auqhinbaugh, but nine
returners gives the team hopes fora Nationat Championship.
National championship in the stars for voUeyballers?
by Dawn Yoshitake
SlaH Wrtlar
With a last year record of 21 wins and eight losses, 
the .Mustang women s volleyball team hopes to 
achieve their ultimate goal this year of winning the 
National Championship*
Women's Volleyball coach Mike Wilton said, 
"Each match will be looked at as a stepping stone to 
reach our ultimate goal."
Nine players will return and five to six new players 
will be added to the team. Wilton said.
This year the juniors will be the nucleus with good 
blocking and a strong net, Wilton said. He added 
that last year the team was still young and inex­
perienced.
Based on what Wilton has seen in the past, he said 
Dede Bodnar will be considered for the setting posi­
tion. Carol Tschasar and Terri Purling may be placed 
in the middle blocker position.'while-Kelly Strand 
and Lynn Kessler will battle it out for the number 
two leftside hitting position.
Ellen Bugalsld may also be placed at the right side 
player position, he said.
Wilton added that new players will challenge the 
returning players for those positions.
Following a two-week period in which the team will 
hold practices twice a day. Wilton said he will have a
clear starting line-up by September 27.
The volleyball team will also spend nine days in the 
Sierras to improve their individual skills, condition 
and bring the team closer together, Wilton said.
Premier left side hitter Sandy Aughinbaugh 
graduated last year from Cal Poly, after leading the 
team for four years, but the team is expected to do 
fine without her, Wilton said.
.,,"The young people will rise to the occasion,” he 
said.
“W ell do real, real well this year. For the last four 
years, we've finished in the top eight in Division I ,” 
Wilton said.
The Pacific Coast Athletic Association asked the 
Women Mustangs to be part of their PCAA con­
ference this year, Wilton said. The conference games 
will be held throughout the year along with non­
conference games. ^
“Volleyball is the major indoor sport at Cal Poly 
that draws spectators,” Wilton said.
He added that over the last four years tremendous 
changes have occurred on behalf of volleyball.
Wilton said he attributes this change to the in­
creased interest spectators have shown.
"There were some people who saw what the pro­
gram could do for other people, and what it could do 
for them.” Wilton said.
by J. Anne Zost
Stiff Wrilir
.Most athletic competition 
stresses winnmg and excelling, 
but throughout the past years Cal 
Poly has developed an athletic 
program designed for participa­
tion. not victory
Various Recreational Sports 
programs designed to provide ex­
ercise and entertainment for the 
disabled students will continue in 
the fall, the coordinator of Recrea­
tion Sports for the Disabled said.
Terri Rebenstef said in an infor­
mal interview that on May 1 a 
grant for S48.000 was made 
available to Cal Poly for the provi­
sion of recreational services for 
disabled students, staff and sur­
rounding community.
"The grant was awarded on the 
condition that the money be used 
to implement a recreational sports 
program,” .aaid Rebenstef. "The 
grant also has a specific 
breakdown on how funds were to 
be divided.” Equipment, staff 
salaries and other miscellaneous 
expmieee will all be paid for 
through the federal grant.
Activities held throughout the 
summer included a wheelchair ten­
nis clinic that was taught by
graduate student Miguel Phelps 
once a week at Cal Poly’s Tennis 
courts. Other activities included 
mild exercises at the dance studio 
in Crandall Gym. open swim at the 
outdoor pool and water exercises 
titled "Twinges in the Hinges” 
that IS partially funded by the Ar­
thritis Foundation.
Rebenstef said that plans are be­
ing made to train all life guards at 
the outdoor pool to provide 
assistance for disabled students in 
the fall. “During the summer 
there was only one lifeguard 
available to help," said Rebenstef. 
“This meant students, were 
limited on when they could use the 
pool. By training all the lifeguards 
the pool will be accessible to the 
disabled whenever open for recrea­
tional swim.”
David Vanburen, graduate stu­
dent assistant to the coordinator, 
said that fall activities will include 
a wheelchair basketball exhibi­
tion, golf, track, water skiing and 
snow skiing.
Rebenstef said that when plann­
ing a snow sld trip, consideration 
has to be given to the resort 
chosen. "We have to pick a rescwt 
where the staff was able to work 
with disabled students and offers
Grant enables disabled to swim, ski with program
Volleyball coach Mike Wilton instructs players during 
timeout. Lynn Kessier (5) will be returning this year and 
possibly starting at a hitting position.
the specialized equipment known 
as a 'sit ski’." The sit ski is similar 
to a bobsled or a tobaggan and 
allows a disabled student to sit 
and ski with the help of short 
poles.
Rebenstef said she hopes to be 
able to buy some of the equipment 
needed with the funds from the 
grant. "This will expand the 
choices of resorts and we won't be 
limited to only those with sit 
skis.”
Because the grant is only award­
ed to implement recreational pro­
grams, the grant was denied for 
1985.
Unfortunately it is really hard 
to implement a recreational pro­
gram for one year,” said  ^
Rebenstef. “It means funds from , 
business organizations personal 
companies, the university, the 
community and other grants, 
either federal or state, will be 
sought for 1985.”
October- 30 is "Disabled 
Awareness Day” and is designed 
to educate the campus and com­
munity with the needs and 
abilities of disabled people.
For more information on raCrea 
tional activities for the disabled 
call Disabled Students Servkea.
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Avoiding Injuries will be Important as Cal Poly tries for its firstl 
National Championship In Volleyball. Pictured are Injuredl 
Mustangs watching the action during a match last year’
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speed, endurance and timing are the ingredients of great athletes. 
These three athletes show th^ir stuff in*a pie eating contest. — 
Throughout the year the Recreational Department sponsors a variety
MuMang OaSy
of events geared to make \he students stay here at Cal Poly more 
enjoyable.'^r complete story on Rec. Sports, see page 13.
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 ^ INDOOR PLANTS 
BASKETWARE
POTTERY
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S IL K  AND D R IED  
FLOWERS "
CERAMICS—SOAPS
“Best Wishes for the School Year”
Soft Frozen yogurt 
cookies & bagels 
juices & drinks
UNIVERSITY SQUARE CENTER 
890 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD 
PHONE 544-2104
OPEN DAILY 
10AM-10:30 PM 
INCLUDING SUNDAYS
I ■
“ Ideas Galore,’ ’ Candles, Pillows, 
Wall Decor, Unusual Gifts, Potpourri, 
Too many other items to mention!
10%  O F F  TO  
STU D EN TS
Coastal Pool Center
265 A Pacific Street 
..j; , San Luis Obispo
' '  ' '  .  c
(Pacific is 1 block south o f  Marsh,
< , 1st store o f f  Higuera) .
The geAr's l*t«ner
McfUHIona of Beef 
with Shrimp
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Oct 20—€S U  Noithrkige, Muotaiig Stadium*
Oct 27—St. Mary's CoDege at Moraga, CA .
Nov 3—BcHse State, Mustang Stadium .
I-- ■ . ■ ,,
Nov 10—no game  ^ V „„ 1_
Nov 17—Cal Lutheran, Mustang Stadium
*H(HDec<Hning game
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1984 WiBIEFtS O106S COUNIHY
Sept 22—Riverm e Ipvitationa]
Sept 29—Azteeplvitational (San Diego) 
Oct'6—StaBfordinvifcatkmal *
Oct 13—Cal Invîtational
Oct 20—Cal Bo|é I3X) Invitatioiiai 
I ^ v  0 —
M tfv  17-
^ 7 ^
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$12 H A IR C U T  
SP E C IA L f
Susan Michelle Terri Eileen
f
Men’s & Women’s Haircutting
544^1174 . 385 Higuera Street
Good With This Coupon ______
1 0 %
STUD EN T DISCOUNT 
10SOFF on M A Y A
er„M«,. Lonch o-' D.nn,, MEXICAN FOOD
(Dae» nal eaeiy la Aichaaa»«« eeve ift» ) A>S0 Sanfi^iche^ Sh^ mp btfHix,
"The Finest in Mexican Cuisme & The Greatest Breakfast in Town 
r .T i ,“  ¿;iors.i:^,;r«. ~  T Breakfast am 1130am
I i<NS, Home F<it» & Toast | L jn c h  D ’nr*c^
I • 4 Omelettes | 11 30 2 30p^ Ti 2 30pn  ^ lOprn
I I I Beer & Wines -  Phone 543 8835
^  .  J  Next Doer Te Trivi!edfi 1711 Meeteriv St ^
STEP
OUT
And Still be Home!
COBRA 1 
Answering Machine 
3100
N^ í Q tMZ
S89S0 
with ad 1
. COBRA -  
Cordless Phones 
Answer Only or Dial 
$59.50
with ad ■ *
On Broad Straat 
Near the Art Cantar 
Downtown san Lula Obispo
Sen _  . * .
Luis Telephone
Gallery
Your Active Life 
Demands Speed
'COBRA 
MEMORY 
TELEPHONE 
Dial 10 Numbers $i7.50 
Automatically .withad
COBRA
Answering Machine 
3100 
$89.50
On Broad Straat 
Naar tha Art Cantar 
Downtown San Lula Obispo
Luis' Telephone 
Gallery
mam m.m m e m m  w
 ^ , -i!
I
I It’s What Your Phone Says About 
You!-
SPF.CTRA-PHONE 
Yellow, Red,
Bl|^e, White!
‘ $12 95 with ad 
COBRA 
Touch Tone 
WP-145 T
$17.50 ~ I
with ad •
|O n  Broad Straat Naar tha Art Cantar] 
Downtown San Luis Obispo .I San - ,  * I
Luis Telephone
GalleryI
\
I
5 4 1 -1 9 6 8
I
• Y our Choice of 
SPECIALS!
3  MONTHS for $ 4 9 . 0 0
9 j i i I 0 N T H S  f o r  $ 9 9 , 0 0'MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES
4 -Largest Aerobic Floor c-
( -Individual Weight Training Programs 
•Massage Therapist 
-Free Child Care
0PEN:6am to 7:30pm Mon-Frl. 9am to 12 noon on Sat. 
1B72 B Lizzie St. 8.L.O.. Old Junior High School
vliHvi
Ask one of the 3 million Americans whoVe survived cancer, if the money spent on re^arch is worth it. ;
We are winning, a m b » « «  canc^  so o ety*
V  1984 WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
Sept 20—Spartan Shops Tournament, San Jose 
State
Sept 25—Hawaii-Pacific, Main Qym '
Oct 2—Fresno State, Fresno - -
Oct 6—Arizona State, Main Gym 1/
Oct 13—Pepperdine University, Main Gym 
Oct 18—Utah State, Utah 
Oct 19—Brigham Young University, Utah 
Oct 20—Univa-sity of Utah, U t^  / .
Oct 26—UCSB Tournament, Santa B^bara 
Oct 30—Fresno State, Main Gym 
Nov 2& 3-N .I.V.T. UCLA -  
Nov 9—University of Neva^-Las Vegas, Main 
G3nn
 ^ Nov 10—UCSB, Main Gym 
Nov 12—Univenity of Nevada^jOi Vegas, Las 
Vegai
Nov Loiyok« Midn Gym 
N ovl7—UmvarfiltyoftheHii^ifiK!;Jif^Gym ' 
Nov 20—Bspperdiiie’University, Blalftm 
Nov 21—UCLA, Los Angeles 
Nov 80 & Dec 1—NCAA Playoffs 
Dec 14,15, & 16—N C ^  Div. I Qian^aonships
—  ?  I—  I I
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THE
M USTAN G  
D A ILY
Welcomes 
All New 
& Returning 
Cal Poly
Students.
/
Have a 
. Great ^
^Fall 
Qtiarter,
Musfangsi
TERRIFIC DELI S.L.O.
■ ® 1 ® D E U  
I SANDWICH
I
I
I
I   ^
I
y
When You Boy 
Another Of Equol 
Or Greater Value
N O T VALID WITH ANV 
OTHER COUPON 
OPPIRIXP. 10-31-84
2 #
■
■
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
FREE!
1/2 LB. 
CHEESE
When You Buy 
One Lb. Of 
Lunch Meat
O PPfR fXP-10-31-84
Y  1 0 % OFF \
I PARTY TRAYS {
■ O R e *  ■ 
.1 SANDWICHES ■
I  
I
■
CALL TO ORDER
N O T VALID WITH ANV 
OTHER COUPON 
OPPIRIXP. 10-31-84
FOOTHILL DELI - SANDWICH 544-2211
H E A L T H  F IT N E S S  C E N T E R  O F F E R S  Y O U ..,.
• WEIGHTLIFTING EQUIPMENT '
• AEROBICS CLASSES
• BOXING BAGS 
•lACUZZI ANDSAUNA
• TANNING LOUNGE
• OPEN 7 DAYS
• FREEZE TIME OVER VACATION
h e a l t h  HTNESS CENTER
V' • 87  ^Higuera behind Korbs • 54V 1055
$20.Q0 Monthly
(for 6 month program)
■ -  ’ \ 
1 ^
~ 1984
* •
-  , MEN’Sr ,
CROSS COUNTRY
Sept 22 
Sept 29
O ct6
K >ctl3
Oct 20 
Nov 3
ïüvèrsîde Invitational at U .é. Riyerside
San Francisco States Oystal- Springs Invita- 
■ tional at San Francisco State- V ‘  ^ \ t  l
Stoford Invitational at Stanford- i-
University California Santa  ^Barbara Invita- 
Uonal at UCSB
San JbOis Obiqpo Invitational at Cal Poly - /  
NCAA II and Western Ref^nal Chan^ncn'i 
8hq>s and CCAA Cbwaipionships at Universily 
lUveraide, -
:  " IkO AAlI Nàtiional C b a n ^ n a h ^  at jMissi^a^, 
pi^iDOegeinOmtbnMiaânBQiid^ v \
If Y (U :’VK HKKN WANTINC; OR NKKDINii A ( ’O M P IT K ii. now is vour chaiuo to get 
one ior much U‘ss thjtn hefm'tv K1 t ’orrai Bookstore is I'lrf'erinfi top-iif-tla'-line persona! 
computers.hyR*ading ttiamiiactur(*rs such a.s IVppie. Ht-wlett-Packard. San\o. Taruly, and 
l.i/adin^ Kdg<* with student and faculty dij^cotints upTor>()'< olT. '> '
W hat L e g cra ls -  
A re M adç d
s p r . r . P s T K i )
K F / rA ll.
.$:t fP")
$ â .}P â
Ki. ( 'O PPA L 
p p ir p
•S.'ihiM)
( ’ompare
i-ompare
4 .\PPLK,
— :vMa<. iiilosh  ^ . „ ‘
Lisa 2 - ' ' . 1
Lisa 2 a ,>
r Lisa 2 lO . . .
HKWI.LTT P\tM\ApI).
-  HP laO f’r
 ^ H i’ I lO Portul^Ie' '
SANYO;
aaO - I — -
•aaf) - 2  I ’ •
TANDY:
T R S - 80 Model 100 '
r. TR S - 80 Model 2000
(20*^  ^ discount on other Tandy products!
—  . LEADING EDGE:
L E P C - 1 1 2 8 K  ■
L E P C - 1 256K
'  ' 1 , T E L E V II .0 :  | .
T S 8 0 4  ' ‘
T S  1605 Plus
Modrl8 and prices subject to change  ^ \  ^ •,
' All full-time Cal Poly students and faculty are eligible for these incredible bargains. Come 
on in and get more information from our trained computer sales staff.
ANIMALDOCTOR
- /. . V i,r * : ' I ' '
y ' ,1' “ •
' ’> - ;ri.i' :m-  . . .  ■ ‘ .
pr-it.!«"- ' — ft' ' '< "
'I na' «v/i'’'"! - Ai * •
v(>.i tf [ . ». jr.
• a* h -::i th<- 'nir...r . T r u s t
■pa' ■ ( uid savp you "-'’—r
r.ig t>i;i5- ¡a’.f-' on Cai Ucilii3II
today tof a' appotnt'-.i-' ' AutO
El G D rral B o o k sto re
IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION BUILDING MON T H, 7 45 4 30 SAT 10 30 ? 30
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Mustang Daiiy
Sports
new
The battle cry of the 1984 Cal 
Poly Muatang football team is 
“Defense! Defense!” >
Coach Jim Sanderson has in­
stalled a more aggressive style of 
defense in hopes of bettering last 
year’s 5-6 record. »
The Mystangs wUl.use a ' sk 
Jem ” type of defense modeled after
the Los Angeles Raider’s stingy 
defense „
The new defense will rely on 
more manHo-man coverage by the 
defensive bhcka than before and is 
designed to intimidate opponents ¡
no ag-through hard-hitting a  
gressive play.
Sanderson said that the defense
was devastated by injuries and 
lack of depth in 1983, when Cal Po­
ly lost six of its final eight games.
There are eight returning 
stagers 'on defense including 
^linebacker Gafy Swanson, a three- 
year starter, who.Sanderson feels 
ia the leader on defense."
Senior defensive tackle, Steve
■ '• see Page 8
< « -•
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PEUGEOT 0}
2899 McMillan • SLO 
} Compieia tanrlca sod repair on 
Sarman and French Autos
WuMang 0*Ny
Tight end Demote Johnson w’ll be returning to lead the Mustang offense this year. The^ 
football team s coming off a disappointing 5-6 seaison, suffering only its second losing' 
season in 16 years.
A
T
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T h e  A lte rn a t iv e  S to re  
fo r all your art ¿k graphics needs
15%  OFF ALL STOCK THROUGH O C T. 7
- Stratnmore pflds »paint supplies 
* Crescent I-b{va|Vl iit mat board J
"LO W ER PRIjCES TH A N , A N Y  BOOKSTORE.'"
■ . • 789 Foothill Blvd.
Open 7 days a week (Lucky Shopping center)
Student Discounts _ . 544-7022
Æ X
M u tta n s U illy  H u ila n g  Dally
Mustang Steve Wahl (77) takes a break to catch his breath. Nose guard Pepe Prud'home
will be returning this year to 
lead the Mustangs' “new” 
defense.
i % Mi
M ID STA TE
ELEC TR O N IC S
For over 27 yea''S w e have sup-1 
pned Cal Poiy w ith e lectron ic  
parts to build, riebudd or reDatr 
anyth ing  e lectron ic . We can h»: 
your needs Ou»' business s » 
pa'ts
1441 Monterey St. SLO
5 ^ 3 - 2 7 7 3
Celebration! .The Mustangs hope to celebrate this year with a Western Football Con­
ference chamo'0''S^'D afre” a disappointing season u
ingUaNy
Now  
This Is  
The Way 
To Run 
A
Factoiyl
H a p p y  H o u r
Proqressivc happv hours 
5-7 p.m.
Live Entertainment
Wednesday Thru Saturday
Potato Night
994 Spud Potato Bar
-4
Early Bird Dinners
5-7 riightJy
Large-Screen TV
Monday Might Tootball
.T h e __
C l ^ n r F n e l o r y
RESTAilRAMT »  CO CKTAIL LOUTKiC
726 MgMem S t .  San Lub O bispo. S»»flQOO |
\-
Page 8
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From pago 7
Gibson, and left cornerbacl^ Greg 
Thompson, a junior, aré also ex- 
ipectea to play key roles 
jdefeiMe.
that depended on how goód the 
defense played.
on
I' The Mustangs suffered only 
their second losing season in 16 
years in 1983, but Sanderson feels 
thaE his team has a legitimate ^ o t 
at the Western Football Con­
ference title this year.
“Thé offense is dictated by how 
good you are defensively," 
Sanderson said.
If size is an indication of pcrten> 
tial, then the offensive linemen 
haveplenty of it.
'X
The big question that surrounds 
the team is who will take over the 
quarterback chores *now that Tim 
Snodgrass graduated^- .
POLY
The quarterback slot was left up 
for grabs after spring practice, but 
-Yale ,Keckin is now listed as the 
first-string quarterback.
Keckin, a jun,^r.^Uege transfer, 
did not play *in spring practice 
because of injury but he will be 
given the first shot at quarter­
back.
] ISanderson said that he hoped to 
have his quarterback throw the 
fbotball 25 times per game, but
I BUY 1 SANDWICH OR BURGER, 
I GET THE Atthe .
1 NEXT FOR Kj f j y i f i
HALF PRICE!!
: j yI ‘ Void with other coupons I Expires 10-15-84 
,  10S7 Monterey St. next to the Fremont Theater
i d
543-5131
$1.00 OFF ANY BURGER
1 THE O f  FASHION
OPEN 
24 HOURS
THE ALPINE 
THE RUSSIAN 
THE GERMAN 
THE ITALIANO 
ORTEGA PEPPER 
CATTLEMEN S PRIDE
B MUSHROOM 
PROVENCIAL ■ 
9 THE TEXAN
10 CISCO PISTOL.
11 HULA BURGER ,
12 THE BRITISHER
13 THE BONANZA
14 THE CALIFORNIAN
15 THE LUMBERJACK
‘Expires 10-31-84” 1135 Morro St. Downtown
I R EW ABO : IIBuy Three Cookies Get one" 
j  ^FREE
jj.036 è h o rro ^^
OR $1 Off Any Dozen Cookies
I
»
I
I
I
I
Through Oct. 3 1 ,  1 9 8 4  j 
One Coupon per Purchase J
PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES
Custom Design • Typesetting • Choice of Paper 
25  Pnnted Copies • 25  Envelopes
IMAGE ONE
1880 Sants Barbara Street. San Luis Obispo • 543-0894 
882 Marsh Street. San Luis Obispo • 543-3363
MusU
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MUSTANGS iGrabbing turnovers will be one of the goals of the Mustangs’ aggressive 
defense. JohnO’Sullivan (37) of Cal Poly poihts out that the Mustangs have
* ■ . -t' ■
g ra b b e d
Mustang
$ $ $ $ $  - i A V £  -  $ $ $ $ $
BICYCLE TUNE-UP »9.95 (WITH COUPON*)I  L T i \ .  • I  \ ^ i - v u  \ j r -  # 7 7 ^ iw im v u u K u n ; ■
*  aLUBE & ADJUST SHIf TEftS CHAIN 8. BP>XES*ADJUST CONES*
I -  aTRUE WHEELS* - EXTEND THE LIFE Of YOUR BIKE -  I
THE MOPED EMPORIUM
' BICfCXES • MOPEDS • BMI
2700 B«OADST SLQ 541-5*78
EXPIRES O a  31.1984
Ben Franklin’s Sandwiches
. $1.99 for Ben’s ‘A.T.C.
A com bo with B en’s avocado m ixture  
turkey and your choice of cheese, let­
tuce, salt and pepper... (reg. $2.69)
313 Higuera Street F a s t ,  free  p a rk in g  544-4948
/■T ■
*■. ' i a x '"
$2.00 OFF
ANY 16 PIZZA
Cal Poly has been going t 
schedule this season. The 
The next home game will be
I O fiiv itr
Name
Phone
Ì  one coupon per pizza 
hm m m m m m m m m m m i
541-4090
WATERBED MATTRESS 
PADS 1/2 PRICE 
with purchase of 
SHEETS
3 i f
o
2 FORI  
WATER 
CONDITIONER
Expires 10/25/84 
1459^pnterey Street. SLO ,.....-
20X OFF BICYCLE PARTS & 
ACCESSORIES (WITH œUPON)
*TIR£S*TUBtS*PUMP-5*L0CKS*WATER B0TTIES*LIT IS* 
*HELm S*CABL£S*PACKS*G RIPS*W «ELS*AND tgORE*
THE MOPED EMPORIUM
■laCLES • MOFEDS • IN I
2700BROADST SLO 541- 5*78 
EXPIRES O a  31.1984
-A
The. Mustang coaching stai 
Sanderson (left) Instructs pi«
»
y  r Muttang OiHy
ther loose ball. O’Sullivan, a defensive end, wiil again be reaming 
Stadium this Saturday, Sept 22, in^ a game against Hayward State.
Mustang Oaity
Rain doesn't dampen the spirit of Cal Poly cheerleaders who perform at football games.
This yetftr’s squad will again be rooting the Mustangs toward a championship. ^ " '
\ TCtiInt
hrough workouts since August to get ready for a rigorous 
Mustangs first game was Sept. 6 against Sacramento State, 
against Hayward State, Sept. 22.  ^ i
nERSntVS
The Pride of the Pacific, the Cal Poly marching band wilt be entertaining fans at football 
games this year. The band has won numerous awards and performs at a variety of func­
tions around the world.
Mungiitg Mliy
I will be stressing defense this season. Head coach Jim 
yers out on the practice field. This will be Sanderson’s third
season at Cal Poly, and Cal Poly students will'be able to see the team.In action in five 
home games this season.
P«g* 10
: '».'A-V./.l
MustaiÀDaijy
Sports
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COMPLETE I
Sfiin
M A K E -U ^ A N D ,|  
COLOR ANALYSIS | 
$40.00 (Reg._$50) |
f  »
• START SCHOOL WITH A GREAT NEW LOOK! I P  ^ 'll; I f  i . '
I 5 4 1 -0 6 2 6 By Appointment Expires 10*31-84 j
THE '
GRADUATE
M^OUMTC
-f • ',
t\ S.4. A* •
, ^^ *4.7^ - •Sf* ,^^ P A-.'/sA»
BURGER MONDAY
-« \
Grad Burgers $¿.00 
11am-10pm ^
Country Western Night 
8-10pm $1.75 Pitchers 
$1.00 Weils 
$1.00 Turkey 
$1.00 Daniels
WEDNESDAY
Z93 and The Graduate 
New Wave Night 
'Video Happy Hour 
8-10pm 1.75 Pitchers 
•• 1 00 Wells
THURSDAY
' Bottle Bee'N.ghi
8- 9Dm $ 1 .7 5  ^ tc h e r s  
I $1.00 Wells
9- cl.ose 90c Bottles
«I
FABULOUS FRIDAY
4-10pm $1.75 Pitchers 
$1.00 Wells
8-9pm $1.99 Pitchers of
Iced Tea & Margaritas
SATURDAY
/
8-10pm $1.75 Pitchers 
$1.00 Wells 
The Graduate ^
990 Industrial Way
THE GRADUATE
990 INDUSTRIAL WAY SLO 541 0969
I ■
.1*
% '
i
i i l ' /  ■■
Mustang Oaii/
Kevin Broady moves out of the pack at last year’s San Luis Obispo Invitational. Ca) Poly won , 
the meet last year and is looking forward to another good year as 47 runners are trying out fpr 
the team. Cal Poly will be hosting its invitational on Get 20 this year. For a complete Cross 
Country schedule sea page 6, and for the season oreview, see page 11. • f"
■ I
V i.The Longeit Walkifig-On-|lAfidsIn 1000 loi^ann Hur "ger of Austria walked on his hands from Vienna '0 Pans in 55 cto .'v 10-hour sunfs c o v ^  ng Q distance of 871 miies _ATST long di$fanc* w^ ins han<it down whor* it comet to *m rrediat* credit (or .incompiet« colts ond wrong numbers'r /long d istantwinners r—-r
* Lonj{esil Bicycle Race
Ihe longest one day massed star' race is the 551-620 
IM2-385 miles] Bordeaux-Pans event in fogt 
Hetman van Spnngei averaged 47186 xmhr (2032 mph) 
covenng 5845 km (3624 miles] m 13 hr '35 mm 18 sec
AIST lor«g dtstaiKe lets ibe good timet roll (or you. too 
— with ditcounts ot up to 60% every day
i f
Is
Nobody can match ATST tor lovingi and service
• 40% ditcounts evenings. 60% ditcounti nights and weekends
• Immediate credit tor incomplete colls and wrong numbers
• Colls from anywhere to anywhere, onytime
• 24-hour operator atslstonce
■ Quality that sounds a t close os next door 
It s a winning combination Why settle tor less?
For details on exciting new plans—Ideal for students-
visit the display in the El Corral Bookstore. ,1-
The more you hear 
the better we sound ' ART
lusUngT
3« -* A. ^ ______ • Sports Jough inter-team races make great season r  ■
I
y Klm Mllltr
itaffWtlMr ' .
A multitude of talented runners 
ying for spots on a seven-. 
lember team should mean a winn- ' 
g season for Cal Poly’s 1984 
en’s cross country team.
Cross country coach Tom 
Henderson said that 47 men are 
going out for the team and the 
competitioin for spots will push to 
top"runners harder. -J
The top seven could change 
every Week,” Hçnderson said."
On September 2, the team will 
run a five mile race. Henderson 
said the race will be held for tWb. 
reasons. * — .,—.
"First, 1 changed the course and 
1 want to see how well it races. Se; 
cond, racers will, be competing^to 
see who will go to the firit^meet,” 
Henderson said.
The top finisher will earn a trip * 
to training Camp in Lake” Tahoe 
along with 20 team members who 
were chosen during the summer, 
the coach said.
Cross country veterans, who  ^
will have to defefld their positions 
((gainst a team of talented 
recruits, include; Hector Nieves, 
Nelson Bernell, Ken Ellingboe, 
Dave Livingston, Jim McCarthy. 
Dave Bassinger, Peter Roske and 
Mike Whitcomb.
"Cal Poly returning senior from 
the 1980 team, Kevin Jones, is ex­
tremely talented. He’s a little 
older and more mature," said 
Henderson.
' /"The season looks just incredi­
ble.” the coach said. “We have ail 
the best seniors from high school 
in the Northern California region 
coming here,” he said.
ilenderson predicted that 
freshmen Chris Craig and Martin 
_Higginbotham will do especially 
well
Cross country is only seven 
week:- long, so the people who can 
r,'-dicate themselves to a sh^rt, 
but_ intense season will come out 
on top, ■ said Hender.son.
During the summer, a couple of 
' umiers.did not pruj,j.‘ thoir dedica- 
f.or. t(' the team. " They didn t 
turn in their information sheet,s f)r 
; hcir running logs." Henderson 
■aid ttii'ir Talents wdulii not Ihî 
nee.il rl in the fall.
I'.ilv will s{Kinsor only one meet 
during the season on Dctolnir ‘M 
The invitâtidnal will andude five- 
•nile fun run for the public io be 
followed by men's and women's 
u-am raceé:
The first meet of the 19H4 
season will be September 22. in 
Riverside. '
V/
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HOT DOGS! COLDBEEHl
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WELCOME BACK S T U b E N tS  FROM. THE GANG 
- ' • AT THE MELODRAMA1! V. ’ '
 ^ The Meiodranu is a line prolessional aclinfi
■_ ensemble speciali/inn in turri-ol-lhe-centuiy_^
melodrama comedies, musical ,spoort and - j 
thrillers j  (
Each show followed by !
HIGH-SPIRITED, HIGH-KICKING 
VALDEVTI.I.E REVUES
‘  with barbershop quartets, comedy routines, and a bunch of sufprise numbers in each show.
ATMOSpHKRElSWARM.t ASUAI, AND , 
FRII.SDLY—COMPLETE WITH AN IN-H(H SEPLB
If you miss the Melodrama, you have missed amajar event on the Central Coast.
RESERVE NOW FOR A GREAT EVENING OF FUN!
489-2499
ask about
GROUP RATES
HWY. I 
Oceano
P r e s e n t i n g .  . . B o u d o i r  P h o t o g r a p h y
Mutlang Daily
Cal Poly's Kevin Broady led the Men’s Crosscountry team last 
year. Broady is. shown here in action at the Cal Poly Invita­
tional. He finished third in the six-hile race with a time of 
29:50.
* I
-
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Mutttng Dally
Ken Ellingboe takes the lead over a Santa Barbara competitor at last season’s Cal Poly In­
vitational. Elltngboe must defend his position on the team against rhany other men trying 
for the squacj. '
I I
What is a Boudoir Portrait?It is a softly sensitive portrait of a woman in a relaxed atmosphere done with the exclusive intent to give to the mari m her life. The image can range from the softjind demure to the slightly daring and sensual, but always with the utmost in tasik. .
Photography by 
Larry lamison
543-3M6 762 Hig^ra St.,San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
B R IN G  T H IS  AD  FOR A 20% D ISC O U N T
>r‘ r^ r.’l
Pm STT“-
y Sports
/ T - '--  -' ■>
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DREAMS FOR SALE
I
According to the 1983 
Business Review:
• Kings, Queens, Doubles, Suites, Some Kitchens 
•  Color Televisions With HBO Movies -----^
• Direct Dial Phones
•  Room Coffee
• American Express, Visa,
Mastercard
i
t-
THE
1604 MONTEREY ST. '/ 543-3709 
< SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 
Reservations: 800-843-6882
'THE LAMPLIGHTER MOTEL has become very ^ 
well-known in this area as the ideal place to spend 
a weekend vacfàtion. When you come to town 
shopping or on business, stay over a night or two 
and relax. Remember too, THE LAMPLIGHTER ' 
MOTEL is an ideal placf to put up your out-of- 
town guests. They will appreciate the fact that you 
made reservations ahead of time for them here. We 
feel that we can highly recommend THE 
LAMPLIGHTER MOTEL to everyone. Regardless’ 
of your length of stay, you are always welcome at 
this fine motel and will appreciate the friendly peo­
ple that run it. Your hosts, Jesse and Melody Den­
ton and their friendly staff appreciate your 
patronage and look forward to serving you."
LAM PLIG HTER  
M OTEL
MOTEL
Ml
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CHAIR MATS BOOKCASE SHELVING CHALKBOARDS
□ R A W E R
NEW & USED OFFICE FURNITURE
XN
NEW^STUDENT DESKS, WITH 
FILE DRAWER, STARTING 
FROM $99.00
DOUBLE PEDESTAL DESKS 
NEW, STARTING AT $169.99 
USED, $39.99
FILES
TWO, FOUR. OR FIVE 
DRAWER; J 
LETTER, LEGAL,
AND LATERAL, 
STARTING FROM
THE NEW LINE OF 
DRAFTING TABLES
FOLDABLE, FLEXIBLE, 
. PORTABLE
TOP DIMENSIONS FROM 
36" X 4B" TO 23' x 31"
$68.95 TO $130.55
$59.99
—a
NEW A N D  USED,
STENO AN D EXECUTIVE CHAIRS
STARTING AT $16.99
COME VISIT OUR WAREHOUSE 
TO SEE OUR VAST SELECTION 
OF FURNITURE, SUITEDFOR ANY, 
STUDENT'S NEEDS.
■l.
195 SUBURBAN RD. 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, 
CA. 93401
' 549-8422
IS S. H IG UERA,
SUBURBAN RD.
TANK FARM RD.
CHALKBOARDS SHELVING BOOKCASE C H A I R  M A T S
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Week o f W elc¿5 Sportsnnies make escape^^^ J ^
The biggest problem 
IS dwellers is finding ■ 
list no one else knows
of people will return 
I feu and privacy will 
ms commodity.
For students who can'afford to go 
home for the weekgpd, the pro­
blem is not great.
Even students who live off cam­
pus find themselves in need of 
some space to collect .themselves 
during an expecially busy day.
Fortimately, the Cal Poly cam­
pus has several nooks and cran­
nies unknown and unpopulat^ by 
the mass of students.
Between the science buildings is 
a large shady lawn, decorated^with 
bush sculpture from previous 
senior projects. It is one of the 
quietest spots on campus. For 
students who feel claustrophobic 
in the Ubrary, here is a place
s p o r ts , 
* very one,”
^al Sports 
il sports, 
.^s, loans 
 ^^udents, 
\ \ offers in- 
'^f physical
nal Sports 
^d tennis 
 ^ exercise 
*\iumber of 
“d.
J f  the stu- 
“ivolved in
|iorts pro- 
been ÍK)
It what It takes to The pond outside the business bi
GfT TWS AP!
THE ONLY s’ rogram
CLASSiqggI’ 
BIXIECaA 
(SOWOM 
SUM.
MiMlang Dally
111 game
large. "For a long time it was.run 
as a fairly small, traditional ¡pro­
gram under physical adt^iion 
and athletics,” said Snodgrass.
That changed three years ago 
J when Associated Students Incor­
porated fASI) took over the pro­
gram and began to expand Recrea­
tional Sports.
The budget , for this years 
Recreational Sports program wUI 
be about $75,000. Of that, $60,000 
wilHrome from ASI.
Most of the remaining $15,000 
will come from intramural team 
fees.
Nearly $40,000 of the Recrea­
tional Sports budget will be used 
to pay 45 part-time studept who 
work for Recreational Sports.
C In addition. Recreational Sports 
will be loplpng for more students 
in the fall to help officiate in­
tramural games.
Intramural sports being offered 
in the fall include touch football, 
three on three basketball, inner-, 
tube water polo, soccer, and t 
volleyball.
Recreational Sports will also 
host~a racqpetbaU tournament, a 
tennis tournament, a softball tour­
nament, an over-the-line tourna­
ment (over-the-line is played 
similar to softball), a free throw 
contest, a badminton tournament, 
the Turkey Trot (a race), and a fun
^Programs f^kthe disabled in- 
swimmn^, wheelchair 
baiketoau, tennis  ^ d weightlift­
ing.
Plus, Recreational Sports will 
also have physical education 
facilities open for informal use on 
a weekly basis and rent athletic 
equipment to students.
Those students interested in 
participating in Recreational 
Sports should call the Recrea­
tional Sports office for more infor­
mation at 546-1366.
Cal Poly
Recreational
Sports
louera. Sdn 1 uis O bispo
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.m. and 5 to 7 p.m.: Saturday and Sunday, noon
m
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Through intramural sports, peo­
ple can get to know others without 
the hassle of organization, which 
the Recreational Sports office 
handles. In addition to organiza­
tion of the sports, they handle 
sign-ups and have a set of policies 
that participants must abide by.
During the first or second week 
of each quarter a general meeting 
is held for those who want to par­
ticipate. The meeting cover» 
eligiblity rules, schedules and 
sign-ups for the sports.
For more information contact 
the Recreational Sports Office at 
546-1367 or visit the center in the 
University Union which is located 
across from El Corral Bookstore.
\
Tony Thomas, D .D3- ,
D O  S O M ETH IN G  
B E A U TIF U L  
FO R  YO UR S M ILE
C A L L  yOUR D E N T I S T  T O D A  Y .
EVENING AND SATURDAY 
- APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE 
1100 Qrove St^ San Luis Obispo ^
543-5626
*********e*a*¿*»ea»*»»*e***p»»»eee**e»*<»a*»si»issss»si»ees»si
"big weenies ore better”
'  - at
TUESDAY 
SPEGIAL:
$1.10' Anyh'otdog
5-8 pm
, . ■ (
Open 1 0 -9  -sat. 
we take phone prefers
12 b road  st. (across from lucky's center) 541-3480
W eeeeseseeeeeeeeeeeeee***********—**********— »***—********
■^ o^us hot
BLUE DOVE BEAUTY SALON
Welcome Back Poly Students, 
We re Happy to Serve You!
I  * Tor scu lptured nails call 543-1560
j 774 Palm St.
(Across from the Mission) SLO
AiiMiiiilAwMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMimiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmMmmiumiiMiiiwMiimmMmiMiimtimmMMwi
544*1213
IIWliillllMIHI.*
competitive spirit
— NéarbI
lA IN T - 5 "'by Kevin H. FoxSt*flWrll«r
AFRAID 
OF NO KEGS
Y our Cho? 
SPECIA
There's a party in your neighborhood. 
Who ya gonna call? PRICE BUSTERS
Back to School Spécial
Kegs $36.45)NTHS fO]
DNTHSfo: , . .CMBERSHIP Miller, Stroh
[est Aerobic Floor vidual Weight Trainin sage Therapist Child Care
■m to  y :8 0 pm Mon -F r l 
B L izzie  St.~S.L 6 .,  Old
W 541-TGIF 5
‘ Limited lime offer
■ U )  *
Sen ^ a ie  O biepo êJ ^ '  
2 9 8  Ptomo St.
IOgP\NG V n X A C Ei
MUSTANG VILLAGE 
WELCOMES NEW 6f 
’  RETURpiING STUDENTS!
i
This year, avoid last-minute housing hassles...
Mustang Village offers INDEPENDENT LIVING 
CLOSE TO CAL POLYl 
Spacious contempiorary apartments 
with lots of amenities!
• Swimming
• Laundry Eadlities
• Rec Room
. Cable TV  ^ ‘ ^
Plus,, lots of brand new units 
nearing completion!
Mustang Village offers a wide choice of 
housing options, designed to fit today's 
studerjt lifestyles.
"BECOME A PART OF MUSTANG VILLAGE... 
YOUR INDEPENDENT STUDENT COMMUNITY 
FOR T H E '80s!A IpC f
ladonna R(
5 4 9 -8 5 ;
(805)543 -4950
Betty Blair, Manager
•
1 Mustang Drive 
San Luis Obispo, CÁ 93401
Weight lifting, ae  ^
is available at the 
located in San Lui»( 
Facilities for woml 
to socielly oriented [ 
sAiort distance from I 
Each of the club|
• weight training, 
lockers and a genera 
Although each cli] 
^vices there are distir 
"People don't go 
anymore” says Mt 
Gym. "They go to tf 
. Located at 3546 SI 
very student-orienti 
can get away from 
others in a friendly,] 
described.
AU newcomers to | 
special rate of men 
per month, $100 for I 
and $185 for one ye 
Maloney’s will be t 
this fall, $140 for ninl 
The club offers N| 
and Olympic style 
also computerized 
cycles.
Six levels of aerobil 
a week. Class duraliq 
Advanced classes 
rubber bands are ala 
There is a sand vl 
quently for open houJ 
Maloney's is open]
' through Thursday, <
7 p.m. Saturday and I 
>The San Luis Oc 
Southwood Dr.,’ see| 
part of a broader S|: 
community.
Charles Richards, i 
- are bffering a full s( 
to tl\e members of th<| 
He said that tli 
students because the| 
dent population tmci 
whole community.
The YMCA has se| 
tion Nautilus'room.
Local
by Kevin K; Fox
Staff Wrttar
Trying to lose weij 
shape?
A profesaiional 
suiting firm in San | 
may be the place for t 
Body Masters Fit| 
tion Center, located i 
Luis Junior High at| 
St, Suite D offers 
fitness testing and el
vices.
Along with testij 
prescriptions and tc 
programs are offered]
Cal Poly graduate 
and Patty Work rt 
evaluation center, 
physical education 
Work holds her Mast| 
physical education 
She was formerly th 
the Cal Poly Found  ^
Program.
Body Masters’ br]
Shampoo and btowdfy ara ' • ‘ 
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NOW IS YOUR OPPORTUNIT' 
TO GET THE ROOMMATE 
YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED. 
GOOD LOOKING. GREAT TO 
TALK TO. AND VERY RELIABL 
...EVEN MOM WILL APPROVl 
THE ROOMMATE WE'RE 
TALKING ABOUT IS THE AT&T 
TELEPHONE,..ABSOLUTELY 
THE BEST PHONE YOU’LL 
EVER ROOM WITH.
PRINCESS TRADITIONAL
CALL 1-800-5S
OR SEE YOUR AT&T REPR
1
• '•5
. . -r
f -r- ' ■ • r
GYMS
■ 1 .1  w - I
. T  : -  i j  ' ^
I**
tRSISng WlyS^WÄiTS»
ht training isn’t just for men’. Calender Girl and For Ladies 
both offer complete work out centers for women only, 
at 879 Hifpiara St., the Sati on a yearlong membership. They 
Health and Fitne^ Center offer one free month to any 
ides a combination ,of ^member who gets someone to join.
s, services aimed at pro»'_ Their hours are 6:30 a.m. to 9
a ways and means for peo-'  p.m, Monday thru Friday, 10 a.m. 
arrive at personal fitness ^ Ijvß  p.m. Saturday and noon to 4
• J -o .m .  on Sundav.' said John Gill, owner, 
center is open seven days a  
and offers Nautilus, Univer- 
d Olympic weights. There 
ily aerobics clasps as well 
bag and kick bag. 
re are two ways to pay at the 
Flat rates are S60 for three 
s. $99 for six months and 
or a year. Monthly payment 
/ are available with the cost 
$25 per month on member- 
*of up<to three months, $20 
onth on memberships of six 
le months and a special deal 
per month for nine months
‘p. y
Kennedy Nautilus Center of San 
Luis Obispo "offers a complete* 
Nautilus program for people who 
want to improve flexbility and 
muscle tone" said'Dave Flores, 
manager of the gym located at 570 
Higuera St.
In addition to the full line of 
Nautilus machines, there are two 
levels of aerobics classes, along  ^
with Lifecycles and stationary' 
cycles. -------
Membership fees are $32. per 
month or $75 for three months,. 
$138 for six months and $240 per 
year.
HERE’S WHAT'YO 
AN AT&T LEASED
£ ] MONTHLY RA' 
AS LOW AS*1 j
£ ] FREE REPAIR 
REPLACEMEN
. NEVER BE WIT 
-  PHONE)
^  COLOR CHAN 
ATST QUAUT
fiqlér Free Jean. Mail-in Form 
5 E T 1 F R E E
f  from tw o C>a of WrdO^ cr I f  d '"  
I  W  w O v f f ' a n d  eouf cas^ req<stf r 
84 ana ’ 0 f '  84 vou 
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Ct Wran^ e» Orrfna wi'* «.end yoii 
qocOthrough 12 Jt 84 fo fa rrvC a ' 
I at fh£ ^tO ff d en t ♦•eo on tn;V 
LÒOk f#r $
CfCM>f O* Durcha%4 
SeinOO: or' garment t49>
5&4111 TOLL
RESENTATIVE ON CAMF
UPPLY 2074 Parker St.,SLO 543-8410
v f e a r
Thinking people like yoO choose Birkenslock sondois because they 
hope to your feel like cool, soh sond; providing incredible comior) - 
Becai/se they give you propei support ond improve vdur posture arid 
'ircuiolion to let you walk healthier, moretiaturolly And becouse jtiey 
last and last Birkenslock 20 men's and women's styles m preferred 
cc^rs S27 to 574 You've thought about them and gone without 
•hem lor^gen' igh  ^ > |||'|i||
I i.ii^ -
hPl.i IMI/INO (N
OMFUH1 a  NATCRAl FtBRt CLOTHtNC.
670 HIGUERA ’ 10-6 M-S
THE PHOENIX BLDG., S.L.O. 11-4 SUN.
r-i « ,
i t ' , '
RESTAURANTS
' V c -  -
DELICIOUS BURGERS
THE OL’ FASHION 9.
THE ALPINE 1Ò.
THE RUSSIAN { 11.
THE GERMAN _  12.
THE ITALIANO 13.
ORTEGA PEPPER 14
CAHLEM EN’S PRIDE 15
MUSHROOM PROVENCIAL
THE TEXAN 
CISCO PISTOL 
HULA BURGER 
THE BRITISHER 
THE BONANZA v 
THE CALIFORNIAN 
THE LUMBERJACK
OPEN 24 HOURS
MORRO & MARSH 
ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE
4
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O.D. Fatigue 
Pants
G reat For-
• Social G atherings
• Black Tie Affairs 
•Campus Cruising
These 4 & 6 Pocket 
Olive Drab Pants 
are 100% Cotton. *
And Only at
Central Coast 
Surplus
341 Higuera St. 
541-8006
¥
M
M
*
¥
Í
¥
¥
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

